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Progress & Integrity
90 Years of Yuhan
and Dr. Ilhan New
Yuhan Corporation was established by the late
Dr. Ilhan New in 1926 with the creed to “Develop
the best medicine and contribute to public
health”. Marking its 90th anniversary in 2016,
Yuhan is determined to succeed and abide by his
founding principles of sincerity and innovative
entrepreneurship.

1926
-2016

90 YEARS OF PROGRESS & INTEGRITY
YUHAN 90TH ANNIVERSARY
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Challenge
Dr. Ilhan New established the pharmaceutical company
Yuhan Corporation in Seoul in December 1926. For 90 years,
Yuhan has been pivotal in South Korea’s pharmaceutical
industry. Thanks to his advanced management, Yuhan has
thrived to become the leading producer and distributor of
pharmaceutical products. Yuhan was, in fact, the industry’s
first to be listed on the Korean Stock Exchange in 1962.

Chronology:

1926-1969

1926: Deogwon Building, Yuhan’s headquarters from its founding in
1926 until 1929
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1936: Completed the construction of Sosa Plant in
Bucheon

1936: Inaugurated as Yuhan Corporation

1968: Installed the nation’s first IBM computers

1969: Introduced a professional management system
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Growth
The nation’s first Western-style pharmaceutical company,
Yuhan provided the foundation to be a lasting firm through
high growth during the 1970s and ’80s. By introducing the
latest facilities and establishing Yuhan R&D Institute, Yuhan
expanded. It also continued to raise its corporate value by
practicing Dr. New’s belief that “All members of a company
are part of a greater community that is bound together by a
common goal”.

Chronology:

1970-1989

1970: Began the construction of a paper mill of Yuhan-Kimberly
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1976: Celebrating Yuhan’s 50th anniversary

1972: Management
in front of the
headquarters in
Daebang-dong, Seoul

1978: Visit by Schering-Plough, an American
pharmaceutical company

1983: Founded Janssen Korea
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Expansion
Yuhan provided the framework to become a world-class
pharmaceutical company, exporting innovative technologies
to the U.S. and Japan, and establishing a joint venture in
India in the 1990s. It also continued to achieve its corporate
philosophy as well as Dr. New’s entrepreneurship of promoting
the health and happiness of Koreans and contributing to
medicine by producing high-quality products.

Chronology:

1990-1999

1992: Inauguration of Sihwa Plant of Yuhan Chemical
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1994: Exported liver disease medication technology to Gleran
Pharmaceutical of Japan
1994: Inauguration of the new headquarters

1997: Completed construction of the new headquarters building

1997: Opened Memorial Hall for Ilhan New
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Responsibility
Yuhan was recognized as one of the best workplaces and an
eco-friendly company as well as a pharmaceutical company
with state-of-the-art facilities and advanced technologies.
Committed to developing medicine to improve national health,
it fulfilled its corporate social responsibilities while pursuing
equitable management under sound corporate ethics. This
included a sustainable management system and labormanagement culture.

Chronology:

2000-2009

2004: Road named after Dr. Ilhan New
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2006: Completed Ochang Plant in Ochang,
Chungcheongbuk-do
2005: Completed Yuhan R&D Institute in Yongin, Gyeonggi-do

2007: Launched Revanex, a new chemical entity

2008: Declared corporate vision, marking its 82nd anniversary
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Innovation
In 2013, Yuhan ranked first in sales in the domestic
pharmaceutical market. The following year, its sales reached
KRW 1 trillion, the first in the industry, and exceeded KRW
1.1 trillion in 2015. Currently, based on the founder’s
entrepreneurship, Yuhan is committed to innovative ideas to
become a global player and contribute to the happiness of all
mankind with high-quality products.

Chronology:

2010-PRESENT

2013: Honored with USD 100 Million Export Tower award
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2015: Signed an agreement for research collaboration
with Bioneer
2015: Signed an agreement to develop in new medicine with Genexine

2016: Established ImmuneOncia Therapeutics, a joint
venture with Sorrento of the U.S.

2016: Completed Hwaseong Plant of Yuhan Chemical Inc.

Contents

OUR FOUNDER’S ENDEAVORS — DR. ILHAN NEW
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Dr. Ilhan New,
Founder of Yuhan
The pioneering entrepreneurship of Dr. Ilhan New,
founder of Yuhan Corporation, and his dedication
to the country continue to thrive even after his
passing 45 years ago.

1895
-1971

OUR FOUNDER’S ENDEAVORS
DR. ILHAN NEW

Contents

OUR FOUNDER’S ENDEAVORS — DR. ILHAN NEW

Biographical Timeline

Dr. Ilhan New’s beliefs as an entrepreneur have been in the spotlight until today. In
1991, Chung-ang University established the True
Entrepreneur Award and selected Dr. Ilhan New as
its first recipient. In 2004, the Bucheon section of
the Gyeongin National Highway was named Ilhan
New Road in 2004, making Dr. New the first entrepreneur to have a public road named after him.
The central government also selected him as the
first Entrepreneur of the Year.
In 1995, marking the 100th year since his birth, his
little-known passion and achievement for national
independence came into light. Dr. New was granted the posthumous honor of the Independent
Medal of the Order of Merit for National Foundation for his contribution to national independence
and development by the South Korean government. In June 1996, the South Korean government
honored Dr. New again as the Great Man and Independence Activist of the Month.
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1895 -1925

1926 -1945

1946 -1971

Dr. Ilhan New was born in Pyongyang
on January 15, 1895, and at the age of nine,
he went to the United States to study. He attended an elementary school in San Francisco,
followed by the Korean Teen Soldier School, an
independent military academy in Hastings, Nebraska, and Hastings High School. He majored
in economics at the University of Michigan. In
1922, he established La Choy Food Products,
from which he enjoyed great success. In 1925,
when he returned home for business, he witnessed the reality of Koreans suffering from
poverty and disease, and decided to dedicate
his life to improving his homeland.

In December 1926, Dr. Ilhan New established Yuhan Corporation with the aim to
provide jobs to those in need. In March 1927,
he imported and sold advanced medicine
from the U.S. Yuhan grew into a pharmaceutical company after expanding its business
territories into the Manchuria region and independently developing Antiphlamine, an anti-inflammatory ointment. In 1936, he incorporated Yuhan as a limited liability company (LLC),
embodying his philosophy that “A company
does not belong to an individual; it belongs to
society and its employees.” In 1941, when the
Pacific War broke out, he dedicated himself to
Korean independence.

Upon returning after the country’s
restoration and independence, Dr. Ilhan New
helped Yuhan grow into a trusted producer of
quality medicine. In November 1962, he made
Yuhan public by listing it on the Korean stock
market, a first in the domestic pharmaceutical
industry. In 1968, Yuhan received the Bronze
Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit, another
first in the industry, in recognition for his practice of transparent management and honest
tax payment. On March 11, 1971, Dr. Ilhan New
passed away at the age of 76. In his will that
was disclosed the following month, he donated
his personal fortune to social development.

Contents

OUR FOUNDER’S ENDEAVORS — DR. ILHAN NEW

Life and Spirit of
Dr. Ilhan New

A progressive entrepreneur
Dr. Ilhan New founded Yuhan Corporation with the aim to create a company that the
people could benefit from and trust. In 1936,
he converted Yuhan into a limited liability company, and established an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). In 1958, he made public his
philosophy that contained the importance of
his homeland and talent cultivation through
“The Spirit and Creed of Yuhan”.
In 1962, he listed Yuhan Corporation on the
stock market, becoming the first in the industry
and the second in the country to go public. He
also implemented a professional management
system, laying the foundations for a system
that would continue to this day and surprising
the domestic corporate culture at the time.

“Honesty, this must be an eternal tradition of Yuhan.” Putting honesty as the top philosophy that management should keep, Dr. Ilhan
New followed only the right path for his entire life
and corporate management. He practiced honesty
and sincerity all his life long, and this has become
the motto and tradition of Yuhan Corporation.
Dr. New lived a consistent life, based on his philosophy of honesty and sincerity. He lived an exemplary life as: a progressive entrepreneur who
repeated challenge and creativity without compromising with his morals; an independence activist
with patriotism and love of his people who did not
spare anything for the country’s independence; a
pioneering educator who dedicated himself to education with passion to the education of youth, a
growth engine for national growth; and a devoted
social advocate who returned everything to society that raised his company.

Yuhan never evaded taxes in the 1960s, a
period that was stained with tax evasion and
corrupt links between politics and business.
He believed that “It is natural for companies
to sincerely pay taxes to the nation, a base for
their existence, but transparent management
should be ensured through a separation from
politics.” As a result, Yuhan received the Bronze
Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit.
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An independence activist

A pioneering educator

A devoted social advocate

Dr. New spent his adolescence in the
U.S., where he volunteered to enroll at the Korean Teen Soldier School, an independent military academy in Nebraska. He returned to his
homeland and established Yuhan Corporation
in 1926. When it became a national company,
he returned to the U.S. in 1936 to carry out his
activities as a Korean independence activist.

Dr. Ilhan New assisted in the establishment of educational institutions by donating
his personal shareholdings. He established the
Korean School of Engineering Technology in
1952 and the Yuhan Educational Foundation
in 1962, followed by Yuhan Technical High
School and Yuhan Middle School. Later, he put
his efforts into talent cultivation by laying the
foundation for the establishment of Yuhan University.

Aside from scholarships, Dr. Ilhan New
made other contributions to society. This began by establishing Yuhan Worker’s Mutual Aid
Association and Health Scholarship in 1956.
In 1970, he contributed over 83,000 shares
of Yuhan Corporation to establish the Korean
Social and Educational Assistance Trust Fund,
currently Yuhan Foundation, to promote a
sustainable development of social work and
education.

One year before his passing, Dr. Ilhan New was
dedicated to supporting welfare work as well
as scholarships, establishing the Korean Social
and Educational Assistance Trust Fund, now
called the Yuhan Foundation, for the development of social welfare services. He carried
out work with sustained interest in talent cultivation, supporting personal scholarships and
extending school facilities. He also donated
his shares to other undergraduate institutions
including Yonsei University and Seoul National
University for the support of their research and
scholarships.

In 1971, Dr. New contributed his remaining
ownership interest in Yuhan Corporation of
140,941 shares to create the current Yuhan
Foundation. It has given back through programs including scholarships, social welfare,
and disaster relief, while promoting technological development and research as well as social
volunteerism.

In 1941, Ilhan New joined the executives of the
Overseas Korean Convention in Honolulu. He
was later active in Los Angeles as a leader in
creating the Maengho-gun (Tiger Army), which
comprised of Korean Americans. In 1945, he
participated in the general meeting of the
Institute of Pacific Relations (IPR) in Virginia as
a representative to inform the international
society of why Korea should be independent.
He began to serve as an advisor to the United
States Office of Strategic Services (OSS) from
1942. After joining the NAPKO operation, an
OSS mission to infiltrate Japanese-held Korea
with Korean troops, he dedicated himself to national independence in 1945, enduring tough
military training.
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90th Anniversary of Yuhan Corporation, Since 1926

Healthy Today, Better Tomorrow

Yuhan Corporation has worked for the welfare of society over the past 90 years.
Yuhan will continue striving for mankind’s better tomorrow.
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Yuhan Corporation’s logo has three words: Credibility,
Progress, and Integrity inscribed over a green willow,
a symbol of Yuhan. It personifies the entrepreneurship
of Dr. Ilhan New. Yuhan has grown into a company that
is trusted, lays importance on process, and remains
consistent like a firmly standing willow.
Yuhan’s management philosophy includes integrity
and progress. Integrity takes into account a transparent
and principled management, loyalty, sincerity, and
steadfast stewardship. Progress refers to a challenging
management based on thorough responsibility with
a strong tenacity towards visionary and management
innovation, and a will to always prepare for tomorrow.
Yuhan will continue to strive for unceasing progress
and maintain its entrepreneurship of integrity.

Financial Highlights
Key financial figures
Unit: KRW in Billions

Comprehensive income
Sales
Operating income
Income before taxes
Net income

2013

2014

2015

YoY Change

943.6

1,017.5

1,128.7

10.9%

61.8

74.4

85.8

15.4%

107.1

116.1

168.3

45.0%

86.5

90.9

126.0

38.6%

1,514.0

1,616.0

1,880.3

16.4%

285.7

340.1

516.4

51.8%

1,228.2

1,275.9

1,363.9

6.9%

Financial position
Total assets
Total liabilities
Total shareholders’ equity

* Based on consolidated financial statements

2014

2015

2013

126.0

2013

86.5

2015

85.8

2014

74.4

2013

61.8

Unit: KRW in Billions

1,128.7

Net income

Unit: KRW in Billions

1,017.5

Operating income

Unit: KRW in Billions

943.6

Sales

90.9

* Based on consolidated financial statements

2014

2015

Sales by business
Unit: KRW in Millions

2015

2014
Pharmaceuticals

93,248

92,602

-0.7%

636,572

707,127

11.1%

AZK

21,915

20,148

-8.1%

Yuhan Medica

15,626

13,268

-15.1%

Non-prescribed
Prescribed

-7,654

-6,107

759,707

827,038

8.9%

Household products

70,776

77,473

9.5%

AHC

10,956

11,709

6.9%

Sub-total

81,732

89,182

9.1%

9,862

6,354

-35.6%

Exports

147,549

187,272

26.9%

Yuhan Chemical

108,364

140,863

30.0%

-107,024

-140,230

158,751

194,259

22.4%

17,302

18,252

5.5%

1,017,492

1,128,731

10.9%

Internal sales adjustment
Sub-total
Health Care &
Consumer Products

Overseas

Raw materials

Internal sales adjustment
Sub-total
Other

YoY Change

Lease and trust

Total
* Based on consolidated financial statements

Sales by business
Unit: KRW in Billions

1

2

3

4

Pharmaceuticals

Overseas

Health Care &
Consumer Products

Other (Lease/Trust)

827.0

194.3

89.2

18.3

73.3%

17.2%

7.9%

1.6%

* Based on consolidated financial statements
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2015 in Brief
March

June

Appointed Jung Hee Lee as
21st President and CEO

Signed agreement for joint
domestic sales of Fluarix™
Tetra with GSK

On March 20, Yuhan appointed Vice
President Jung Hee Lee as its 21st president
and CEO at its 92nd general shareholders’
meeting. He joined the company in 1978
and held key positions, including the head
of Jungbu Branch, director of Hospital
Business, managing director of Retail
Business and Marketing, and director of
Corporate Planning & Operation.

On June 4, Yuhan signed an
agreement for the joint domestic
sales of Fluarix™ Tetra with GSK,
a science-led global health
care company based in the U.K.
Fluarix™ Tetra is the nation’s first
influenza vaccine that provides
immunization against four
influenza virus strains (H1N1 strain
of influenza A, an H3N2 strain
of influenza A and two strains of
influenza B).

January

June

Hosted 11th Ilhan New Awards

Named Korea’s Top Company of the Year

On January 15, Yuhan hosted the 11th Ilhan New
Awards, and bestowed a plaque in addition to KRW
100 million to Mo-Im Kim, professor emeritus at
Yonsei University and former Minister of Health and
Welfare. The award recognized Dr. Kim’s contribution
to the development of health. Dr. Kim had been also
considered as a successor of Dr. Ilhan New, donating
all of her properties to her alma mater.

Yuhan was named the Top Company of the Year in the
Pharmaceuticals category at Korea’s Top Company and
CEO of the Year 2015 Awards, organized by the Korea
Association and sponsored by the Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Economy and the Korea Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. Yuhan received high scores in all evaluation items
including growth potential, profitability, stability, corporate
volume and shareholder-oriented management.

October

Named Winner in Dominant of
the Value at The Management
Grand Awards
On October 20, Yuhan was named the
winner in the Dominant of the Value
category at The Management Grand Awards
2015 by KMA Consulting. The category
evaluates the innovation competency,
shareholder value, employee value,
customer value, social value, and image
value of South Korea’s industry-leading
companies. Yuhan’s social value was
received a high rating by KMAC, based
on data on surveys targeting experts and
the public, as well as surveys on the most
respected companies in South Korea.

September

November

Signed an agreement on technology transfer
with Bioneer

Transferred technology and made
strategic investment in new drug
development with Genexine

Yuhan entered an alliance with Bioneer on September 24 to transfer
technologies in new drug candidates for tumors, pulmonary fibrosis,
and skin disease, in addition to developing next-generation treatments
for incurable diseases by using the SamiRNA source technology
that Bioneer developed. Yuhan also made an investment in Bioneer
approximately KRW 10 billion through third-party allocation. The
alliance also allowed Yuhan to carry out the global clinical development
of new drug candidates developed by Bioneer ’s source technology in
the shortest possible period.

On November 20, Yuhan signed an agreement to transfer
technology with Genexine, a clinical stage biotechnology
company. With the agreement, Yuhan received Genexine’s
hyFc technology to manufacture long-acting hybrid fusion
protein therapeutics. The hyFc can help discover a range
of innovative medicines and is expected to be combined
with Yuhan’s new drug candidates.
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Message from the CEO

Dear Valued Customers, Shareholders,
and Other Stakeholders:
Established by Dr. Ilhan New in late 1926, Yuhan
Corporation is marking its 90th anniversary this
year. The company was created after Dr. New
witnessed the hardships in his homeland under
Japanese imperialism.
Yuhan has dedicated itself to national health and
happiness with the philosophy of honesty and
integrity. As a result, it has grown into a trusted
company. Like a large willow, Yuhan has become
firmly rooted as the country’s representative
pharmaceutical company, and now it is taking
the leap as a global player. I believe that such
achievements were made possible thanks to
your support.
Accordingly, Yuhan decided to publish an
annual report with the aim of providing detailed
information to its stakeholders. I expect you to
give us deeper interest and encouragement
through our in-depth report.
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Initiated dynamic changes in 2015
In 2015, corporate management activities were contracted by ongoing regulations in the pharmaceutical
industry such as the tightening compliance program,
while our management environment was tough due
to the low growth in the global economy and unstable
international interest rates.

Telmisartan and Rosuvastatin which we independently
developed.
In the Health Care & Consumer Products Business, we
posted a 9% growth despite the difficult retail market
by expanding the shares of our oral care products including such key items as Yuhanrox, toothbrushes, and
toothpastes through customer-centered marketing.

Yuhan Corporation devoted all its energies to achieving
four management indicators under its management
slogan, “Innovative Yuhan, Creating New Values”. These
included responsible management of business goals,
market-oriented R&D, future business development
and cultivation, flexibility and creative changes. As a result, we achieved sales of KRW 1.129 trillion, increasing
by 11% over the year, and our net income surged by
39% to reach KRW 126.0 billion.

Our Overseas Business accomplished sales increase
of 22%. This was done by increasing exports of Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) and advanced intermediates to treat AIDS, hepatitis C and other unmet
illness, through the cooperation with overseas partners. We also built the second Yuhan Chemical plant
in Hwaseong to expand the production of APIs and
enhance their competitiveness.

In the Pharmaceuticals Business, we grew Viread, a
treatment of hepatitis B virus (HBV), into a product
worth over KRW 110 billion, thanks to proactive marketing strategies. In addition, our thirteen key items,
including Trajenta, Twynsta, Atorva, and Meropen,
became hit products worth over KRW 10 billion, serving as the main source for our stable growth. We also
continued our 9% growth by anchoring the Fluarix™
Tetra flu vaccine and the Duowell Tab, a complex of

We were dedicated to strengthening our R&D by investing KRW 71.5 billion. This was an increase of KRW
14.3 billion from the previous year, and accounted for
6.4% of our sales. We also secured a large number of
pipelines and new technologies by firming our cooperation with several venture companies with promising medical technologies. Through this, we built the
foundations that will enable us to visualize our R&D
achievements.

As for production, we continuously work to improve
our productivity and cost savings through innovation-based activities while steadily implementing our
zero absence of stock, zero defects, and zero disaster
movement.

First, we will make greater efforts to develop new
medicine by enhancing R&D.
In 2015, we secured new pipelines in medicine through
technology transfers and equity investments with venture companies such as Bioneer and Genexine. This
year, we will promote open innovations by strengthening partnerships with bio venture businesses. This
includes introducing their technologies at home and
abroad and expanding joint ventures. That said, we expect early achievements in R&D.

In the business management area, we have been dedicated to changing the constitution of our employees
and creating a dynamic and future-oriented corporate
culture. This involved reorganizing our educational system to strengthen the competence of our employees,
improving our performance-based evaluations and
compensation packages, and promoting a culture of
communication.

Second, we will thoroughly prepare new
undertakings for our future growth.
We are preparing new businesses in line with the rapidly changing market trends and technological changes.
These include beauty, infection control, medical instruments for diagnosis, and dental and oral care products.
We will do everything possible to minimize the risks
and successfully carry them forward.

We not only retained a stable financial structure, but
also made great strides. We ranked first in the Korea-Customer Loyalty Index (K-CLI) surveys for the
fourth consecutive year, won both Korea’s Most Admired Company award for thirteen years, and the Medical Korea Awards from the Ministry of Food and Drug
Safety in recognition of our contribution to expanding
the exports of APIs.

Third, we will continue to strengthen the key
competencies of our existing businesses.
We will select market-optimized items and those that
can be fostered into mega products by establishing
item portfolios by business, in addition to focusing our
marketing and sales capabilities on them to achieve
improved sales growth. We will also continue to grow
our overseas business by building international networks and expanding new projects.

Regarding future strategies, our preparations for new
undertakings are underway by reviewing and planning
various possibilities to seek out new businesses that
could become potential growth drivers.

Challenge: Creating the Future in 2016
Our management environment is projected to face difficulty in 2016 due to gradually increasing uncertainties, and such unstable business conditions are putting
a damper on corporate management activities. Yuhan
Corporation, however, set a goal for “Challenge, Creating the Future”, and will continue to make preparations.
This is to create new values while taking on challenges
for a new future.

This year, all of our employees at Yuhan Corporation
pledge to meet your expectations by making every
effort to maximize the company’s growth and increase
our shareholders’ values. To this end, we will continue
to work with upmost sincerity by generating new plans
and initiating activities with resolution. Going forward,
I look forward to your sustained encouragement and
support so that Yuhan can continue its solid progress
with your unwavering interest and patronage.
Thank you.

Jung Hee Lee
President and CEO
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All Our Endeavors for
Progress & Integrity:
Yuhan Corporation passionately takes on new
challenges for the future and creates new values.
We are dedicated to enhancing our customers’
livelihoods with the best-possible products and
continue to produce outcomes by doing our utmost
with honesty and sincerity in our various business
sites. By upholding Yuhan’s 90-year tradition and
pride, we are raising its corporate value while
creating a more solid future together.

2015 Highlights

Growth
Pharmaceuticals Business

Innovation
Research & Development

Expansion
Overseas Business

Trust
Health Care & Consumer
Products Business
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Growth

Pharmaceuticals Business

“By producing and selling ethical (ETC) drugs and over-the-counter (OTC) medicines,

in addition to health supplements, Yuhan Corporation provides its customers with
quality products based on its highest-level sales capacity. We are continuously
increasing our sales and earnings with stable growth by efficiently allocating our
marketing and sales resources to our key products.”

2015 sales:

Top ten largest share
in the domestic ETC drug market:

Number of new OTC products:

KRW 827.0 billion

41.6%

8

In 2015, the Pharmaceuticals Business
posted sales of KRW 827.0 billion, an 8.9%
increase over the year. This was achieved
by implementing customized marketing
and sales strategies by item, while carrying
out brisk operations targeting over 10,500
customers across the country.

In 2015, sales of ETC drugs grew by 11.1%
over the year. We achieved a 41.6% market
share, as our five products, including Viread,
Trajenta, Twynsta, and Prevenar 13, were
included in the domestic top ten medicines
in terms of sales.

Yuhan launched eight new OTC medicine
products, including Antiphlamine Coin Plaster, Roll Pas Plaster, Elena, and Megatrue-focus. In particular, Antiphlamine achieved
sales of KRW 13.0 billion and became a
leading brand of topical anti-inflammatory
analgesic drugs.
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Expansion

Overseas Business

“Yuhan consolidated its contract manufacturing organization (CMO) business,

targeting advanced markets like the U.S. and Europe. As a result, we recorded
sales of KRW 194.3 billion in 2015 and will continue to increase the exports
of quality products in response to overseas pharmaceutical markets and our
customers’ needs.”

2015 sales:

The best raw materials synthesis ability:

Excellent OTC and ETC production base:

KRW 194.3 billion

cGMP facilities

Ochang Plant

The Overseas Business posted sales of KRW
194.3 billion in 2015. This sales growth of
22.4% was attributed to expanding the supply of APIs, including antibiotics and antiviral agents to multinational pharmaceutical
companies and by acquire new business.

Yuhan boasts excellent R&D and a global
capability in raw materials synthesis as well
as cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing
Practice) facilities that meet the standards
of regulatory agencies including the United
States FDA and others in Europe, Japan, and
Australia.

With facilities following cGMP standards,
Ochang Plant will increase the exports of
OTC and ETC products as South Korea’s
Ministry of Food and Drug Safety became
the member of the Pharmaceutical Inspection Cooperation Scheme in 2014.
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Trust

Health Care & Consumer
Products Business
“The Health Care & Consumer Products Business remains dedicated to

providing products that are trusted by customers under the mission to “Make
the best medicines and contribute to public health.” We also do our best to sell
products that enhance public health are environmentally friendly.”

Market share of Yuhanrox:

2015 sales:

Sales of oral care products:

76.5%

KRW 89.2 billion

KRW 14.3 billion

In 2015, Yuhanrox achieved a 76.5% market share (Source: Nielsen, as of 2H 2015).
Yuhan boasts successful products in Health
Care & Consumer Products Business including Yuhanrox, toothbrushes, and detergents, with excellent sales competitiveness.

The Health Care & Consumer Products
Business saw its sales increase by 9.1%
over the year to KRW 89.2 billion. This was
a meaningful achievement made by overcoming a difficult market environment.

Our oral care products became worth KRW
10.0 billion in 2015. Their sales totaled
KRW 14.3 billion in 2015, including KRW 2.8
billion by Arm & Hammer toothpastes, KRW
10.8 billion by toothbrushes, and KRW 0.7
billion by mouthwashes.
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Innovation

Research & Development

“Yuhan Corporation strives to contribute to society through value creation with

an aim to grow into a leading global R&D innovator. To this end, we are pursuing
an immediate goal of exporting our technologies to global pharmaceutical
companies by developing more than three breakthrough therapies by 2018.”

Growth of new drug pipeline:

Growth of clinical trial-phase pipeline:

Growth of patent applications:

29 (+10)

8 (+2)

300 (+10)

Yuhan increased its number of breakthrough therapies (BTs) and incrementally
modified drugs (IMDs) from 19 in 2014 to
29 in 2015. Notably, we increased our new
biomedicine pipeline by almost triple, in order to address unmet medical needs in the
healthcare sector.

Within the R&D phase, the number of candidates in our clinical-stage pipeline increased
from 6 in 2014 to 8 in 2015. We have expanded the number of research projects in
the pre-clinical phase to continuously feed
into our future clinical research pipeline.

Our total number of cooperative research
contracts increased from 25 in 2014 to 41
in 2015. As a direct result, the number of
intellectual property assets secured has
been on the rise. We apply for 10 new patents on an average annual basis, and our
cumulative number of patent applications
totaled approximately 300 in 2015.
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Annual Report
2015

Management Review
Yuhan Corporation marked its 90th anniversary in
2016. All of Yuhan’s employees have committed to
work honestly with a proactive mindset. We will
devote company-wide efforts under the management
slogan of “Challenge: Creating the future”.

Corporate Overview

Business Areas

Major Organizations

Major Facilities

Affiliates

Pharmaceuticals

Corporate Planning & Operation

Headquarters

Yuhan-Kimberly

Theragen Etex

Health Supplements

Pharmaceuticals Business

Ochang Plant

Yuhan-Clorox

UCARLIX

Household Products

Health Care & Consumer

Yuhan R&D Institute

Yuhan Chemical

MG

Animal Health Care

Products Business

18 Branches across the country

Yuhan Medica

Bioneer

Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredient (API)

Overseas Business

Janssen Korea

COSON

Yuhan R&D Institute

GTBL

BSL

Corporate Strategy & BD

Ensol Biosciences

Biz & New Product Development

Hanall Biopharma

Cosmetics

Production Department

Dreaming big for the health and happiness of mankind
– Yuhan Corporation has contributed to the production of quality medicine and the enhancement of public health based on its corporate philosophy of integrity, innovation, and a spirit of challenge. By advancing into
various businesses including health-related foods, household products,
animal drugs, and cosmetics through ethical manufacturing practices, we
strive to raise our corporate value and ensure sustainable growth. We are
also advancing into the global market by developing innovative medicines
through continuous R&D. Besides our quantitative growth as the nation’s
leading pharmaceutical company, we are becoming the most respected
company and a major social contributor in South Korea. With a mission
to improve health and a spirit of challenge, Yuhan Corporation is taking a
leap forward as a global player.

Vision

GREAT YUHAN, GLOBAL YUHAN
Progress & Integrity

– Yuhan Corporation has been dedicated to public health since its founding
by Dr. Ilhan New in 1926. Marking its 90th anniversary in 2016, we are now
primed to work harder for a greater future. Our new challenge begins with
taking a leap forward to become a “great” company and a global player, and
it will be based on our unique core values of “Progress” and “Integrity”. We
will become a great company that fulfills its corporate social responsibilities
by sharing our corporate values with society, in addition to developing into
a lasting company by preserving our core values and proactively responding to changes in the environment. Reaching a history of 100 years, Yuhan
will be committed to becoming a global company that contributes to the
health and happiness of mankind through the development of breakthrough therapies and new businesses. Our underlying goal is to be “Great
Yuhan” and “Global Yuhan” that prescribes happiness to the world.
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Philosophy

Yuhan Corporation has contributed to improving health and promoting
happiness through quality medicines and household products while
developing a corporate culture of Progress & Integrity for the past 90
years. We also help the national economy and promote social welfare by
practicing honest tax payments and sharing our profits to improve society
while pursuing rational management.

Manufacturing high-quality medicines
– When establishing Yuhan Corporation in 1926, Dr. Ilhan New chose the
pharmaceutical business that is directly connected to public health with
the belief that “Only healthy people can reclaim their sovereignty.” Yuhan’s
most important corporate philosophy is in promoting society’s health and
happiness and improving the health of mankind by manufacturing quality
medicines.

Paying taxes with transparency
– Dr. Ilhan New believed that: “A company’s most basic social responsibility
is tax payment, and the accumulation of wealth made through corporate
activities must be returned to its country through transparent payments.”
Paying taxes from corporate activities is fulfilling a national obligation,
since a transparent payment provides the foundations for national development. Such honesty is the expression of Yuhan’s patriotism and corporate philosophy.
Giving back to society
– Our most important corporate philosophy is summarized as, “Profits
earned by a company’s activities must be returned to society”. This begins
from our founder’s belief that “A company belongs to the society it serves;
its leaders are mere stewards entrusted with its care.” Yuhan practices job
creation and fulfills its social responsibilities by sharing its profits from corporate activities to better society.
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Board of Directors

Jung Hee Lee,
Chairman of BOD
– President and CEO

Sang-Hun Seo,
Executive Vice
President

Jae-Hyok Choi,
Executive Vice
President

Wook-Je Cho,
Executive Vice
President

Chong-Hyun Park,
Executive Vice
President

– Head of Corporate
Strategy & BD

– Head of
Overseas Business

– Head of
Pharmaceuticals Business

– Head of Corporate
Planning & Operation

– Yuhan Corporation strives to become a company that is trusted by its
stakeholders including its employees, customers, and communities, as
well as its shareholders by practicing responsible management led by its
board of directors (BOD). The BOD at Yuhan consists of eight members, including two outside directors appointed through its general shareholders’
meeting. It is a body that makes crucial decisions and offers critical advice
for effective management activities.
All of the BOD’s decisions aim to represent the interests of the shareholders and maximize Yuhan’s corporate value from an ongoing and long-term
perspective. The board met nine times in 2015 and decided on a total of
twenty-five agenda items.

Sang-Chul Kim,
Executive Director

In-Young Ko,
Outside Director

Soon-Chul Chung,
Outside Director

Jae-Gul Woo,
Auditor

Seok-Beom Yoon,
Auditor

– Head of Marketing
and Academics

– Professor of Medical
Biotechnology, Kangwon
National University

– Attorney, JKL Law Firm

– Standing Auditor

– Senior Tax Accountant,
Lee & Ko Tax Services
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Business Review
The pharmaceutical industry has a high profile in the
market, and the need to develop new medicines is more
emphasized than ever. Taking this as an opportunity
for change, Yuhan Corporation will endeavor to meet
the expectations of its customers and shareholders
by devoting its energy to enhancing its growth and
shareholder value.

Pharmaceuticals
Business

ETC and OTC medicines and health supplements
– The Pharmaceuticals Business consists of the ETC (Ethical Drug) Department
and OTC (Over-the-Counter Medicine) Department. The former deals with
prescription drugs such as antihypertensive antiviral agents, antibiotics, and
antidiabetics. The latter sells health supplements and OTC medicines such as
Beecom-C and Antiphlamine. With an aim to improve public health, the business
produces sustained outcomes while building trust through its leading sales
capacity and customized product strategies.

2015 Sales

YoY Change

827.0 +8.9%
KRW billion

Sales of the Pharmaceuticals
Business amounted to KRW 827.0
billion in 2015, increasing by 8.9%
from KRW 759.7 billion in 2014.
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2015 Review
– ETC
In the pharmaceutical industry, where the qualitative and quantitative abilities of sales representatives are important, Yuhan Corporation’s sales
talent can be boasted as the industry’s highest. Our
sales representatives visit our clients frequently
and share information at the greatest efficiency.
The ETC Department has also proven outstanding
marketing talent for original medicines.
Yuhan is focused on boosting sales growth and
product marketing by classifying its items into key
and promotional items. In 2015, we improved our
internal systems for a more efficient analyses of
our sales and marketing activities. Based on such
competitiveness, the ETC Department achieved a
41.6% market share, mainly with Viread, Trajenta,
Twynsta, and Prevenar 13. This was a rise of 11.1%
from 2014.
– OTC
The OTC Department engages in sales activities targeting approximately 10,500 direct clients across
the country. In 2015, the department launched
eight new products, including Antiphlamine Coin
Plaster, Roll Pas Plaster, Elena, and Megatruefocus. In addition, it redesigned a number of its OTC
products such as Megatrue, Antiphlamine Plaster,
Happy Home, and Rapicol to enhance the brand’s
competitiveness. Antiphlamine sold more than
KRW 13.0 billion, and became a leading brand of
anti-inflammatory drugs for external use.

2016 Outlook
– ETC
The ETC Department is implementing customized
strategies by item, based on its sales capacities.
That said, it plans to grow and maintain its key
promotional items as representative treatments in
each disease sector. The department will also concentrate its efforts on increasing sales and operating income with a focus on stabilizing the growth
of key items selected in 2015. At the same time,
while forecasting an improvement in profitability,
it will strive to exceed its target goals following expanded sales and operating income.
– OTC
The OTC Department aims for Beecom-C sales to
exceed more than KRW 20.0 billion with the Marketing Department. Antiphlamines will lead the
domestic market for anti-inflammatory drugs and
generate sales of over KRW 20.0 billion. The Megatrue nutritional supplement is primed for brand
development with strengthened marketing and
launching of competitive products.
Meanwhile, we will establish marketing strategies that target pharmacies, and PR strategies for
consumers, while focusing on our sales capacity.
Our goal is to strengthen brands by fortifying our
marketing strategies that fit our products and their
main targets.
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Key Products

Duowell combination for hypertension/hyperlipidemia

Atorva for treating hyperlipidemia

– Duowell is a combination of Telmisartan
and Rosuvastatin that Yuhan developed
independently as a world first. It maximized user
convenience with a one-tab-a-day dosage for
patients with hypertension accompanied by
hyperlipidemia who are taking multiple types of
medications.

– Atorva, a treatment for hyperlipidemia, is Yuhan’s
signature product where the active ingredient is
Atorvastatin. Produced in three dosage forms of 10
mg, 20 mg, and 40 mg, its efficacy and safety has
been validated through bioequivalence testing. This
high-profile hyperlipidemia treatment is one of the
most prescribed drugs throughout the nation.

Twynsta, a treatment for hypertension

Trajenta and Trajenta Duo, diabetes medication

– Twynsta, a treatment for hypertension,
is a combination of amlodipine, which is a
dihydropyridinetype calcium channel blocker, and
telmisartan, a nonpeptide angiotensin II receptor (type
AT1) antagonist. Amlodipine and telmisartan lower
blood pressure by preventing calcium from flowing
into cardiomyocytes and vascular muscle cells, and
by suppressing the contraction of blood vessels,
respectively.

– Trajenta, a DPP-4 inhibitor, improves blood sugar
in adults with type 2 diabetes by increasing insulin
secretion and decreasing glucagon by blocking
the decomposition of GLP-1. Adjusting the dosage
according to the patient’s liver or kidney functions
is not required due to its excretion through the bile
and gastrointerstinal tract.

MG rehydration and nutrition injections

Viread, a medicine for chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV)

– Chamber bag medicines, a first in South
Korea, and distributed by Yuhan. We supply
high-quality nutritional rehydration medicines
including the Foms TNA A Injection, MG TNA
Injection, Heragen Injection, and nutritional
injections.

– The chief ingredient of Viread is Tenofovir, which
suppresses virus reproduction and disease progression
from hepatitis to liver cancer. Viread is the primary
treatment for chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV), which was
confirmed to help improve cirrhosis caused by HBV due
to its 0% resistance and strong virus inhibition as found
in clinical trials conducted for eight years.

Beecom-C, a popular nutrient

Antiphlamine, a household medicine

– Beecom Tab was launched in 1963, when many
were suffering from vitamin B deficiency due to
malnutrition, and it provided quality vitamins at
an affordable price. It was renamed as Beecom-C
in 1987 and upgraded with better ingredients.
Beecom-C is now available as four different brands
and continues to enjoy popularity.

– Antiphlamine was Yuhan’s first independently
developed medicine. It was developed by Dr. Ilhan
New’s wife who was a doctor in 1933. The name,
which combines ‘anti’ with ‘inflame’, refers to an antiinflammatory drug. Antiphlamine became available in
different forms, including ointment, lotion, plaster, and
cool air plaster, to form the Antiphlamine brand.
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Overseas Business

APIs and finished drug products
– The Overseas Business primarily engages in exporting active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) and finished products. It has, in particular, strengthened
the contract manufacturing organization (CMO) business collaborating with
multinational pharmaceutical companies since the early 2000s to expand its
business to global markets.

2015 Sales

YoY Change

194.3 +22.4%
KRW billion

Sales of the Overseas Business were
KRW 194.3 billion in 2015, up by 22.4%
from KRW 158.8 billion in 2014.
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2015 Review
– The Overseas Business continuously sought to develop new business while strengthening its existing
business of supplying APIs to multinational pharmaceutical companies. Sales amounted to KRW 194.3
billion in 2015, recording a high growth of 22.4% from
the previous year.

2016 Outlook
– The Overseas Business is solidifying its competencies in areas including process development,
production capabilities, product quality, and customer services based on a wealth of experience
and accumulated expertise in the CMO business.
It is also actively responding to the challenges in
these ever changing global pharmaceutical markets and the needs of clients in order to improve
the business relationship with its partners for sustainable growth.

In December 2015, we successfully completed a
regulatory inspection by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration on our Ansan Plant and proved that
Yuhan is a reliable CMO manufacturing high-quality APIs and advanced intermediates for regulatory
markets. We also continuously improved the production facilities and Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) systems of our Ansan Plant to secure
sustained growth drivers for the CMO business, in
addition to the expansion of production capability
by completing the new Hwaseong Plant.

In 2016, sales will continue to grow not only with
the currently on-going projects, but also with new
projects collaborated with multi-national pharmaceutical companies. The increase in sales will
be driven by the CMO-based export with capacity
expansion through the new Hwaseong Plant and
the exports of high-quality finished products. Furthermore, Yuhan’s localization efforts will continue
in 2016.

At the same time, in an effort to increase the exports of finished products, we carried out feasibility
studies as part of the localization strategy and tried
to expand our overseas strongholds in new regions
including the Middle East, North Africa, and the
Commonwealth of Independent States.

Exports by region in 2015

Europe

78 %

North America

16 %

Japan

3%
Other

3%

Exports by nation in 2015
– Cambodia
– Canada
– China
– Germany

– Guatemala
– India
– Indonesia
– Ireland

– Israel
– Italy
– Japan
– Mongolia

– Myanmar
– Nigeria
– Netherlands
– Philippines

– Portugal
– Singapore
– Taiwan
– USA

– Vietnam
– Yemen
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Health Care & Consumer
Products Business
Household products and animal health care (AHC) products
– The Health Care & Consumer Products Business comprises of the Household
Products Department dealing with everyday products, and the AHC Department
focusing on livestock and fishery-related medicines and pet food. The Household
Products Department supplies differentiated products, making it a rule to sell
products that promote public health and harmless, eco-friendly products. The
AHC Department has contributed to the development of animal-related industries
with over 90 different products, while supplying medicines for animals as well as
fishery and pet food.

2015 Sales

YoY Change

89.2

+ 9.1%

KRW billion

Sales of the Life and Health Business
totaled KRW 89.2 billion in 2015, rising
by 9.1% from KRW 81.7 billion in 2014.
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2015 Review
– Household products
In 2015, the Household Products Department
showed meaningful achievements. The department recorded the biggest sales, a rise of 9.5% over
the year. This was achieved by overcoming the
overall retail market’s sluggish growth. Discount
stores and supermarkets, key for household products, also recorded a low growth in the 1% range.
The market share of Yuhanrox exceeded 76%
(source: Nielsen, 76.5% in 2H 2015). Oral care items
also became a KRW 10.0 billion group (KRW 14.3
billion as of the end of 2015, including KRW 2.8
billion by Arm & Hammer toothpastes, KRW 10.8
billion by toothbrushes, and KRW 0.7 billion by
mouthwashes). Health supplements achieved sales
growth of approximately 65%, which resulted from
focusing on online channels that enjoyed high
growth and developing online-exclusive products.
– AHC products
The AHC Department achieved a two-digit operating margin while growing for the fourth consecutive year in 2015. It made a notable achievement
by supplying Delacon, a natural plant extract
medication, to the majority of domestic animal
food companies. Its aquatic vaccines also proved
their competitiveness and efficacy in the market in
which one out of three flatfish in South Korea was
vaccinated with M Vac SIP3. Healthy pet foods that
focused on dry foods gained immense popularity
in the domestic cat market by releasing five types
of wet foods as the staple diet.

2016 Outlook
– Household products
In 2016, the retail industry has been making attempts to overcome low growth. In a bid to cope
with the difficult operating environment, the
Health Care & Consumer Products Business aims
to achieve sustainable growth by supplying differentiated products that reflect social trends with
a focus on wholesale businesses, convenience
stores, and online channels that are expected to
enjoy high growth.
We will carry forward innovative marketing for Arm
& Hammer toothpastes and oral care products with
dental clinics, release new products in the oral care
category, and launch new products in the categories of insect killers and personal hygiene items.
Based on such efforts, we plan to achieve a growth
of 16.8% in 2016.
– AHC products
The AHC Department strives to secure global
competitiveness through eco-friendliness, antibiotics-free products, and improved productivity.
Natural plant extract medications are expected to
lead the industrial animal business with expanded
utility value. In 2016, we plan to increase our sales
by shifting our focus from the poultry and hog
farming market to the cattle food market.
For aquatic animal medicine, we plan to conduct
clinical tests on superior vaccines to current products through steady investments in R&D. Wellness,
synonymous with quality pet food, will be our new
growth driver, recording a steady growth of over
30%. This will involve new product launches, product renovations, and packaging adjustments.
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Key Products

Yuhanrox

Yuhan Dental Care

– Retaining the largest share in the domestic bleach
market, Yuhanrox comes in a wide range of products.
They include Regular, Fresh, and Floral; drain cleaners
(Yuhan Punclin, Punclin Double Action); and house
cleaners (bathrooms, mold and mildew removal, and
cutting boards). Made of natural salt, Yuhanrox can
be also used to clean fruits and vegetables, and even
disinfect refrigerators.

– Yuhan Dental Care products are made
to best suit the Korean consumers by
researching their intraoral structure. They
include toothbrushes, supplementary oral
care products, and mouthwashes.

Tru+h

Hair Dyes

– Tru+h is a brand that was created by Yuhan’s longstanding

– Magic Pure Green uses hypoallergenic hair dyes
with organic green ingredients that are beneficial for
the scalp and hair. Its products can be easily found
including hypermarkets, NH Nonghyup retail outlets,
and online channels. Exclusively used to cover gray
hairs, this dye brand enables users to have vividly
colored hair in a shorter amount of time by applying
the Color Rapid Penetration (CRP) system.

expertise and dedication to health. Its representative products
include Tru+h Omega 1000 for blood circulation, Tru+h Lutein
Ace for eye health, and Tru+h Multi Vitamins and Minerals for
balanced nutritional supplements. Yuhan has been dedicated to
developing high-quality and high-efficacy supplements, while
supplying products to a wide range of online and offline channels
at reasonable prices.

Arm & Hammer

Beautiful Detergents

– Arm & Hammer is an eco-friendly brand that has
produced harmless household products including
toothpastes, cleaners, and deodorants using natural
mineral baking soda as its chief ingredient. Major
products include Natural Shaker for kitchen and
cleaning goods, refrigerator deodorizers, oral care
goods, dental care toothpastes, and Spin Brush
electric brushes.

– Beautiful Dishwashing Detergent and Laundry
Detergent are environmentally certified
detergent brands. These natural detergents
boast outstanding cleaning power by combining
knowledge with natural ingredients.

Happy Home

Wellness

– The Happy Home brand, which helps exterminate
harmful insects including mosquitos, consists
of Aerosol, Mat, Liquid, and Mosquito Repellant
products. Yuhan plans to cultivate the brand into
a leader in the insecticide market by launching a
variety of products that are required for vermin
extermination.

– Wellness is a pet food brand that advocates
natural premium feed. Entirely focused on the
health of pets, it offers natural food products that
can meet the high standards of domestic pet
owners.
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Research
& Development

Creating values through R&D
– Yuhan Corporation is committed to R&D in incrementally modified drugs
(IMDs) and new phytomedicines that can yield profit in the short term, as well
as in breakthrough therapies (BTs) designed to impact the global market in the
long term. We are also expanding into overseas markets as a producer of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs).
To this end, our R&D Institute has been steadily reinforcing its BT pipeline,
developing differentiated IMDs, enhancing technological innovations and expertise,
building efficient research systems, and improving its organizational culture. We
aim to develop both innovative technologies and flexible R&D approaches. We
are also dedicated to producing outcomes based on translational and strategic
research, and facilitating a communicative organizational culture.

Number of Assets in
Our R&D Pipeline in 2015

YoY Change

29

+ 10
The number of BT and IMD pipeline assets
expanded to 29 in 2015, and that of new
biomedicine pipelines almost tripled.
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Yuhan R&D Institute
– Expanding and reorganizing research culture
In 2015, Yuhan R&D Institute reorganized to create a
Global New Medicine Center, which is tasked with research in breakthrough therapies (BTs); a Commercialization Center in charge of R&D in BTs and APIs; and
the Clinical Development Department that oversees
clinical research and regulatory science. Backed by 14
research units with 231 researchers, YRI runs teams
that are fully focused on specific research projects,
supported by R&D consultative groups.
– Industry-leading research facilities
Yuhan’s R&D Institute, the largest in the domestic
pharmaceutical industry, has animal laboratory
facilities that meet Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)
levels, and a Kilo-Scale Lab for process development and research of ingredients for overseas exports and new drug candidates. Its major research
capabilities include approximately 820 types of
synthesis and analysis, as well as preparatory research equipment required for discovering new
medicines and preclinical research. Yuhan R&D
Institute cooperates with domestic and overseas
research institutions (Gyeonggi Bio Center, Yonsei
University Hospital SIRIC, KAIST, COVANCE, MPI,
CEREP, and Bio-Outsource) for some of the more
specialized equipment and methodologies.
– Open innovation, creating new value
Yuhan R&D Institute is rapidly delivering innovations as a result of industry-academia linked R&D
and partnerships with promising venture companies at home and abroad. This allows for the nation’s highest clinical development capabilities that
can maximize licensing-out value after reaching
initial proof-of-concept stages quickly. We have
also adopted a new R&D methodology called translational R&D to improve the success rate of clinical
development.

2015 Review
– Expanding new medicine pipeline
Yuhan expanded the number of BT and IMD pipeline assets from 19 in 2014 to 29 in 2015 through
an increase in research cooperation and R&D investments. In order to meet market demand in the
pharmaceutical area, it almost tripled the number
of new biomedicine assets. By the R&D stage, clinical-stage pipelines increased from 6 in 2014 to 8 in
2015. We have expanded the number of research
projects in the pre-clinical phase to continuously
feed into our future clinical research pipeline.
– Increasing external research collaboration and
patent applications
Yuhan R&D Institute is boosting its research with
domestic and overseas institutes. The number of
cooperative contracts, including commissioned
research, joint research, and technology transfers,
increased from 25 in 2014 to 41 in 2015. Through
this, the number of intellectual property assets secured is increasing and includes an average of ten
patents annually. The total number of patent applications amounted to approximately 300 in 2015.
– R&D in Duowell fixed dose combination
Duowell is Yuhan’s first fixed dose combination that
took only two and a half years from concept to regulatory approval. As a bilayer medicine that minimizes
interactions between telmisartan and rosuvastatin,
it launched in October 2015 after achieving proof of
bioequivalence through clinical trials. This one-dosea-day product is for patients suffering from hypertension accompanied with hyperlipidemia.
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Pipelines
R&D in Breakthrough Therapies

Yuhan is reinforcing its
pipeline through R&D for
new medicine development
and equity investments in
bio ventures. We have been
introducing new medical
technologies, with major
equity investments in Bioneer
and Genexine since 2015.
In 2016, we have been
expediting our investments
in new medicine
development. This includes
the establishment of
ImmuneOncia Therapeutics,
a joint venture with Sorrento
Therapeutics of the U.S., for
the development of antitumor immunotherapies. We
also sharply increased our
R&D budget by 37% from
2015 to KRW 100.0 billion.

Yuhan has secured research competitiveness
in drugs for digestive diseases. In addition,
our findings on metabolic diseases (diabetes
and obesity), immunity and inflammation
(psoriasis, eye ailments, and respiratory), and
cancer immunotherapy have great potential
in the future bio-healthcare market. Our
YH14618 treatment for symptomatic lumbar
degenerative disc disease has received
considerable attention from international
pharmaceutical companies, and we expect that
it will be licensed overseas following clinical
outcomes within South Korea.

Research in IMDs
Seven complex and new formulation medicines
and one phytomedicine are currently in clinical
development. We have also been focusing on
developing differentiated products for overseas
expansion.

Research in APIs
An independent research team in charge of
process optimization and analysis technologies
successfully achieved nine research goals in
2015, of which one resulted in commercial
production by Yuhan Chemical in 2016.

YH14618 for the treatment of degenerative
disc disease
As a peptide drug, YH14618 has an active mechanism that
suppresses the degradation of disc tissue and reduces
pain by mitigating the growth of abnormal nerve growth.
Its outstanding safety and improved remedial value
compared to placebo has been confirmed through clinical
trials that were conducted on patients with degenerative
disc disease. Phase 2b clinical trials to confirm its efficacy
and dosage are currently underway, involving a large
patient pool.

(As of the end of 2015)

Breakthrough Therapies

Exploration Preclinical

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

NDA

Digestive
YH12852

New chemical drug

Functional constipation

YH25723

New biomedicine

Diabetes

YH-BIO2

New biomedicine

Diabetes

YH-BIO3

New biomedicine

Diabetic retinopathy

Metabolic

Immunological/Inflammatory
YH14618

New chemical drug

Degenerative disc disease

YH-NCE1

New chemical drug

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

YH-NCE2

New chemical drug

Psoriasis

YH-NCE3

New chemical drug

Diabetic eye disease

YH-BIO4

New biomedicine

Graves’ disease

YH-SiRNA1

New biomedicine

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis

YH-SiRNA2

New biomedicine

Keloid

YH-SiRNA3

New biomedicine

Psoriasis

YH24931

New biomedicine

Cancer immunotherapy

YH25448

New chemical drug

Molecular targeted cancer therapy

YH-NCE4

New chemical drug

Anticancer

YH-BIO5

New biomedicine

Cancer immunotherapy

YH-BIO6

New biomedicine

Cancer immunotherapy

YH-BIO7

New biomedicine

Cancer immunotherapy

YH-SiRNA

New biomedicine

Anticancer

Anticancer

Incrementally Modified Drugs
New phytomedicine
YH23537

New phytomedicine

Periodontitis/Arthritis

YH14755

FDC

Hyperlipidemia/Diabetes

YH1177

New formulation

Tympanitis

YH22162

FDC

Hypertension

YH22189

FDC

Hypertension/Hyperlipidemia

YH-IMD1

New formulation

Diabetes

YH-IMD2

FDC

Hyperlipidemia

YH-IMD3

New formulation

Dental products, etc.

IMD

* FDC: Fixed dose combination
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Production

Leading-edge production capacity and quality control
– Yuhan Corporation has been dedicated to producing pharmaceuticals that people
can trust. Completed in 2006, Ochang Plant produces quality products, equipped
with the latest GMP-standards pharmaceutical production system as well as a logistics
automation system.
The plant is capable of producing 2 billion tabs annually, the largest in South Korea,
with production lines for different dosage forms including capsules, injections, liquids,
and syrups. The Production Department ensures seamless quality control through
the training of experts and continues to create a flexible organizational culture. This
includes steadily carrying out innovation activities by introducing Six Sigma innovation
techniques and tools, a first in the domestic pharmaceutical industry.

Production Capacity in 2015
Including

2

billion
tabs

Yuhan produces approximately 2 billion
tabs annually, the nation’s largest.
In addition, it produces the highestquality medicines, equipped with
production lines for a variety of dosage
forms.

Production Value in 2015

313.3

KRW
billion

In 2015, Yuhan KRW 313.3 billion worth
of medicines. Its production and supply
included 1.85 billion tablets, 0.17 billion
capsules, 48.65 million ampoules, and
6.67 million vials.
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2015 Review
– In 2015, the Production Department produced
approximately KRW 313.3 billion worth of finished
products in a difficult pharmaceutical environment and a period of tightening regulations. This
included the nation’s largest production capacity
of about 1.85 billion tablets, 48.65 million injection
ampoules, 6.67 million vials, 87.3 million sachets of
suspension, and 1.7 million liters of syrup.
In manufacturing, the yield rate of the bilayer
Duowell tablets, which were launched in 2015 to
treat hypertension and hyperlipidemia, improved
from 88.3% to 95.2%. Alfoatirin Soft Cap under
consignment production was independently manufactured and launched as a product with superior
stability after changing into tablets.
In logistics, we handled our increasing production
volume following a rise in sales. Above all, we lowered the loading rate of our automated warehouse
from 91% to 83% through various endeavors. In
terms of quality, we successfully underwent a due
diligence by the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) of Japan, proving high quality
control levels at our Ochang Plant.

control. Ochang Plant focuses on quality risk management that identifies, analyzes, and improves
products that are at risk of generating quality-related dangers.

2016 Outlook
– In 2016, difficulties are expected in the manufacturing environment such as prolonged low growth
and changes in working hours. In order to overcome these obstacles, the Production Department
is reviewing consignment management plans and
methods. It will also contribute to creating earnings
by selecting two priority tasks.
The first task is to maintain a stable supply and cost
savings by converting items produced under contract to in-house production. The second is developing profit-making models through an increase
in consignment. With an aim to produce quality
products in a timely fashion and at low prices, the
department will support sales activities by forging
its Three Zero Campaign (claims, out-of-stocks, and
accidents).

In addition, we have continued to invest in manufacturing facilities to comply with tightened regulations of pharmaceutical production and quality

3 Zero Campaign
The Production Department has been
practicing the Three Zero Campaign
since 2013. These include: zero claims
by aiming for perfect quality; zero out-ofstocks for the timely supply of products;
and zero accidents, enabling employees
to work safely.

Zero
claims
by aiming for
perfect quality

Zero
out-of-stocks

Zero
accidents

for the timely supply
of products

enabling employees
to work safely
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Manufacturing
Facilities
Located inside Ochang
Technopolis, Ochang Plant
is striving to achieve greater
efficiency while upgrading
the quality of medicines by
introducing the innovative
Six Sigma and TRIZ programs
to improve its processes. It
also remains committed to
green management, reducing
environmental pollutants
and developing eco-friendly
products. The plant strives
to grow and share with its
community. This includes
eco-friendly production
activities including integrated
environmental management
systems (such as ISO 14001
and KOSHA/OHSAS18001),
environmental preservation
efforts to protect the ecology,
and volunteer work to develop
a culture of sharing.

Fluid Bed Granulator
– Equipment to create particles for agglutination when applying pressure
– Capacity: 640 ℓ
– Applied products: Almagel Tab. and Peniramin Tab., etc.

Ochang Plant
Completed in 2006, Ochang Plant produces medicines in different dosage
forms, from tablets to capsules, using the industry’s highest-level of KGMP
production facilities based on an automated system. The production facilities
include a Fluid Bed Granulator, Tablet Press Machine, and a Tablet Inspector.

Tablet Press Machine
– Equipment to create tablet forms by applying pressure
– Capacity: 700,000 T/Hr
– Applied products: Atorva Tab. and Beecom-C Tab., etc.

Tablet Inspector
– Equipment to check quality problems in manufactured products
– Capacity: 500,000 T/Hr
– Applied products: Duowell Tab. and Megatrue series, etc.
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Annual Report
2015

Responsibility Review
Yuhan Corporation embarked on a new chapter to
become a trusted global pharmaceutical company.
Based on honesty, we have practiced our founding
philosophy for the past 90 years, and it will continue
to be part of our mission. We look forward and thrive
with innovation, change, and a spirit challenge.

Interviews
Yuhan and the People

– I received a scholarship for my one-year tuition
from the Yuhan Foundation in 2015. I always appreciate the foundation and its founder, Dr. Ilhan New,
for helping me in following my dreams. In keeping
with Yuhan’s vision and goals, I will grow into a person that will be indispensable to my country.

Ye-Ji Lee
College of Medicine
Seoul National University

– Yuhan Corporation has continued zero labor
disputes since its founding in 1926. Through
labor-management programs such as joint seminars, we have been developing a cooperative labor-union relationship. It is leading the company’s
range of social contribution activities, including the
enhancement of employee benefits, strengthened
safety and health management and support for local communities.

Oh-Su Han
head of labor union
Yuhan Corporation
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– At Ochang Plant of Yuhan Corporation, there are
in-house volunteer clubs that are participated by
its staff members such as the Willow Tree Volunteer
Group, Hanmaeum Sarang Club, and Sarang Sharing Club. We regularly give back to society through
volunteer work. Going forward, we plan to carry out
more efforts in community development and environmental preservation.

Kwan-Ho Kim
head of Willow Tree Volunteer Group
Ochang Plant, Yuhan Corporation

– Yuhan Corporation’s employees participate in
many different volunteer activities each year. These
include kimchi making, helping out in soup kitchens, briquette sharing, and providing support for
assistance facilities for the disabled. Following Dr.
Ilhan New’s philosophy that “A company exists for
society,” we are rewarded and take pride in contributing to society as members of Yuhan.

Hye-Jin Lee
head of Willow Club
Yuhan Corporation
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CSR System

– Governance and Responsibility Management,
separating ownership and management
“A company belongs to the society it serves; its
leaders are mere stewards entrusted with its care.”
Succeeding the business philosophy of its founder
Dr. Ilhan New, Yuhan Corporation’s governance is
unique. Its largest shareholders include non-profit
foundations and institutions such as Yuhan Foundation and Yuhan School. This allows the company to
have a system where the profits are used as social
contributions through dividends.
In its governance alone, Yuhan is like a public utility,
not a private company. Dr. Ilhan New and his daughter, Ms. Jaera New, donated their stocks to Yuhan
Foundation and Yuhan School, laying the foundation
for a social contribution system. Dr. New also appointed executives through open recruitment. This
continues to date, leading to the creation of completely independent and responsible management.

15.40 %
Ownership of Yuhan Foundation, the
largest shareholder
Yuhan Corporation established a professional
management system and laid the groundwork
for returning profit back to society by
separating ownership from management
based on transparent governance.

State of Shareholders
Yuhan Foundation
Treasury Stock

No. of Shares

Ownership

1,717,623

15.40%

1,115,201

10.00%

National Pension Service

904,895

8.11%

Yuhan School

844,663

7.57%

Blackrock Fund Advisors

679,713

6.09%

Yonsei University

419,956

3.77%

Other

5,470,495

49.05%

Total

11,152,546

100.00%

3,486,476

31.26%

Foreign Ownership
* As of the end of 2015

Returning Profit to Society

Yuhan Foundation

Yuhan Corporation

Yuhan School

Public services

Social contributions

Educational work

– Yuhan Foundation
Establishment: September 1, 1970
Total assets: KRW 22.0 billion
(as of the end of 2015)
Major target businesses: Scholarships,
support for educational work, social
welfare, disaster relief, awards for
social workers

– Yuhan Technical High School
Establishment: December 12, 1952
School size: 24 classes

– Yuhan University
Establishment: December 3, 1977
School size: 30 departments
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Yuhan
Foundation

– Creating a healthy society and a happier world
Following the philanthropic vision of its founder, Dr. Ilhan New, Yuhan
Foundation engages in educational support for youth and social assistance. The foundation provides scholarships to students in need, and assists in educational work to foster the development of human resources. It
is also dedicated to helping those at a socio-economic disadvantage. The
foundation bestows the Jaera Voluntary Service Award every year, while
hosting the annual National Youth Writing Contest to cultivate values and
improve creative thinking among the youth.

– Scholarships
Yuhan Foundation puts the most emphasis on scholarships. Recognizing that talent cultivation is necessary for the nation’s future, it supports promising students who are excellent in
academics but are in financial difficulty. Scholarships are provided to high school and university students until graduation.
– Social assistance
The foundation invests significant financial resources to help society. This includes helping
seniors with reduced mobility, and providing living expenses to low-income families, the relatives in need of those who fought for national independence, and financial support for social
service organizations.
– National Youth Writing Contest
This is focused on giving the youth the opportunity to exercise and showcase their writing
talent. Target participants are elementary, middle, and high school students from across the
country, and winners are awarded with scholarships.
– Jaera Voluntary Service Award
Following the wishes of Jaera New who donated her entire property to Yuhan Foundation to
support those working for the less privileged, the Award is given every year on her birthday
on October 19 to women who are making an impact in the community.
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Yuhan
School

– Fostering indispensable talent through education
Dr. Ilhan New, who stressed the importance of education and talent cultivation, focused on the younger generation by establishing Yuhan School.
It started with the establishment of Goryeo Technical School in 1952. In
the 1960s, systematic education was full scale through the establishment
of Yuhan Middle and High Schools as well as Yuhan Foundation.
Currently, Yuhan School operates Yuhan Technical High School, which
focuses on vocational education and Yuhan University, which highlights
hands-on training. Yuhan School has become the hub for promising talent
that will contribute to society.

– Yuhan University
Yuhan University was founded by Dr. Ilhan New, who donated his entire property to Yuhan
Foundation. Inspired by the philanthropic vision of its founder, the university aims to foster
sincere, honest, and talented individuals who can give back to the public. It is also focused on
training human resources for companies with solid industry-academic cooperation and onthe-job business education.

– Yuhan Technical High School
Yuhan Technical High School was founded by Dr. Ilhan New as Goryeo Technical School in
1952, and renamed in 1964. By dedicating itself to global talent cultivation through vocational training, it has played an important role in nurturing competent individuals who provide
the foundations to develop national industries including machinery, electricity, electronics,
and construction.
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Social
Responsibility

– Community growth, environmental preservation, and medical
science development
Yuhan Corporation is sharing its profits with society mainly through Yuhan Foundation, Yuhan School, and the Health Fellowship Foundation
to fulfill its corporate social responsibilities. It also continues to carry out
volunteer work and activities for community growth and environmental
preservation. Other efforts include the provision of medicines, academic
assistance, and health support programs.
– Providing medicines
Yuhan supports basic medicines such as antibiotics, anti-inflammatory drugs, nutritional
supplements, and antihistamines to regions where emergency medical support is needed
including Southeast Asia and Africa through relief organizations.
– In-house volunteer clubs
Yuhan’s employees participate in volunteer activities through in-house clubs including Hanmaeum Love Club, Willow Tree volunteer Group, Yuhan Angel Club, and Willow Club. They
engage in community service activities such as lunchbox delivery and after-school classes.
– Sharing briquettes
Yuhan has continuously participated in activities organized by Jinggumdari since 2005 that
involve donating briquettes. Our employees visit the residents of Ochang and help them get
through the harsh winters by delivering briquettes.
– Environmentally green movements
Yuhan is devoted to protecting the natural environment by signing an agreement with relevant organizations for natural restoration projects. This includes restoring the Gyeryongsan
National Park and Geumgang River basins more than 14 times a year.
– Ilhan New Awards
These awards, which begun in 1995 to honor the vision of Dr. Ilhan New, are given every other year to those who are exemplary role models to their colleagues and community.
– Yuhan Prize for Medicine
This prize started in 1967 to encourage development in medical science and research by
medical scientists. It has become the nation’s most prestigious academic award, producing
more than 100 recipients to date.
– Yuhan Prize for Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Research
Established in 1979, the prize is bestowed annually to scientists who have made notable
achievements in the development of medical science. A prestigious honor, it has greatly contributed to the academic development of pulmonology.
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Safety, Health
& Environment

– Building advanced Safety, Health and Environment systems
Yuhan Corporation is committed to building safe worksites for employees
through efficient SHE systems, while practicing sustainable management
activities that contribute to environmental preservation.

Fulﬁll social responsibility
– Observe SHE regulations
– Implement sustainability management
– Pursue community
environmental
activities

Correspond to external audits
– Promptly respond to environmental
safety audits and cooperative
companies

Safety, Health &
Environment System

Improve reliability
– Carry out zero-accident activities
– Disclose environmental information

Satisfy stakeholders
– Secure public trust by government and
private organizations (Ministry of Employment and Labor, Ministry of Environment)

– Safety and health management
Ochang Plant operates with the KOSHA/OHSAS 18001 safety and health management system. We strive to develop safe workplaces by observing safety and health regulations and
placing top priority on the employees.
Our efforts include operating a process safety management (PSM) system to prevent serious
industrial accidents such as fire and explosions caused by handling harmful and hazardous
materials. We also maintain safe workplaces by conducting risk assessments on all of our processes to identify and improve risk factors. Our zero-accident movement, which launched in
1999, achieved twelve years of operating accident-free in 2015.
– Environmental management
Ochang Plant built the ISO 14001 environmental management system, where we pursue
a balance between our corporate activities and the environment under key management
targets, including pollutant reductions, a clean production system and recycled resources.
We also establish targets and conduct activities by division. Our environmental activities, for
example, are done by evaluating the compatibility of our management system and our target
achievements.
Our employees are practicing greenhouse gas reductions to help achieve a low-carbon society. In addition, we are practicing management activities for green growth and are operating
a system to share GHG inventories for our worksites. We also strive to address environmental
risks at home and abroad and ensure the stakeholders’ satisfaction.
– Green Company certification
Yuhan Corporation was certified as a Green Company from the Ministry of Environment in
2009 by building an environmental management system. Besides environmental regulations,
Ochang Plant has established environmental friendly management based on its self-assessment and improvement plans.
We manage pollutant emissions within 20% of the legal standard, and minimize environmental risks through exhaustive management and prior inspections. We also sign environmental
MOUs with numerous organizations, and participate in Green Company meetings, forums on
environmental policies, and water improvement for Mihocheon Stream. We have also signed
an agreement on Park Friends with the Korea National Park Service.
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Human Resources
Development

– A principle of respect and a professional management system
Yuhan Corporation is operated by its employees who are also the most
important resources. Our management system enables any employee to
take the lead if he or she exemplifies the capability. We train leaders and
experts through rational personnel management and systematic educational programs while boosting morale through a wide range of benefits.

Employees of Yuhan Corporation to lead its history of 100 years
People with the right
values and positive
thinking

People with a strong
work ethic and positive
attitude

People with a futureoriented, progressive
outlook

Those who can practice
Yuhan’s moral virtues
of loyalty, sincerity, and
honesty

Those who can build teamwork
and make the effort to achieve
shared goals with ambition and
perseverance

Those who are always
prepared even in rapidly
changing circumstances
with a spirit of continuous
challenge and selfdevelopment

– Personnel management
A principle of respecting others: “Those who work for a company share the same destiny
through corporate activities.” At Yuhan, following the philosophy of Dr. Ilhan New, our personnel management is based on a principle of respecting others, where the company is operated by the employees and its most important resources are the people.
A professional management system: All of our management are executives who were appointed through open recruitment. At Yuhan, our employees can strive to the top. We operate a reasonable and fair promotion system that balances talent with seniority.
– HR development programs
Yuhan Corporation operates a range of HR development programs to nurture high-value
leaders, while offering employees a lifetime of learning. We provide training in leadership,
management, globalization, and organizational activation through curriculum courses. This
involves sending our employees overseas or to other regions; providing collective training;
online and mobile training; and in-house and private classes. Through these options, we develop global human resources with leadership and expertise while promoting an open culture
of creativity.
– Employee benefits
Yuhan provides a variety of benefits for the employees to improve their quality of life and
boost their incentives at work. These include support for their children’s school expenses, a
staged system for retirement, leisure facilities, an employee credit union, assistance in leave,
and in-house club activities.
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Financial Review
Yuhan Corporation posted sales of KRW 1.13 trillion
and an operating income of KRW 85.8 billion in
2015, recording a growth of 10.9% and 15.4% over
the year, respectively. In 2016, Yuhan is making
greater endeavors to generate more values, expand
medicine pipelines, increase R&D investments,
and explore new businesses.

Independent Auditors’ Report
(English translation of a report originally issued in Korean)

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of
Yuhan Corporation
We have audited the accompanying consolidated
financial statements of Yuhan Corporation and its
subsidiaries (collectively “the Group”), which comprise
the consolidated statements of financial position as of
December 31, 2015 and 2014, and the consolidated
statements of comprehensive income, changes in
equity and cash flows for the years then ended, and
notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory information.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and
fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the International Financial Reporting
Standards as adopted by the Republic of Korea (Korean
IFRS) and for such internal control as management
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted
our audits in accordance with the Korean Standards on
Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with
ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.
An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness
of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Yuhan Corporation and its subsidiaries as of
December 31, 2015 and 2014, and their financial performance and cash flows for the years then ended in
accordance with the Korean IFRS.

Samil PricewaterhouseCoopers
Seoul, South Korea
March 10, 2016

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend
on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment
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Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
2015

2014

Assets
959,383,641,681

Ⅰ. Current assets

841,265,089,675

221,805,288,143

155,680,459,216

10,958,967,057

35,024,609,489

3. Short-term financial assets

247,181,797,307

236,962,509,351

4. Trade receivables

214,159,391,257

218,848,737,881

21,224,174,547

20,720,216,748

242,348,899,669

172,305,189,757

7. Advanced payments

824,760,275

910,521,983

8. Prepaid expenses

862,140,924

755,668,489

18,222,502

57,176,761

1. Cash and cash equivalents
2. Short-term financial instruments

5. Accounts receivable
6. Inventories

9. Deposit

920,944,976,462

Ⅱ. Non-current assets

774,706,887,985

76,000,000

83,500,000

2. Long-term financial assets

117,819,971,506

69,586,565,721

3. Investments in associates and joint ventures

354,115,528,692

328,304,914,827

4. Property, plant and equipment

307,828,551,099

236,361,901,674

5. Investments in properties

119,159,893,139

120,206,927,351

11,835,717,204

9,714,110,043

8,731,154,000

7,016,111,000

-

2,489,055,341

1,378,160,822

943,802,028

1. Long-term financial instruments

6. Intangible assets
7. Long-term deposit
8. Derivative financial instruments
9. Deferred income tax assets
Total assets

1,880,328,618,143

1,615,971,977,660

December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
2015

2014

Liabilities
356,631,230,430

Ⅰ. Current liabilities

255,146,568,996

151,445,207,574

125,678,686,567

2. Non-trade payables

47,741,566,794

25,907,487,587

3. Accrued expenses

1,314,451,326

1,027,021,276

4. Income taxes payable

20,648,459,602

17,116,489,578

5. Withholdings

58,488,779,134

28,107,003,988

6. Deposits received

11,382,186,000

11,209,880,000

7. Short-term borrowings

63,100,000,000

36,100,000,000

10,580,000

-

2,500,000,000

10,000,000,000

1. Trade payables

8. Advances from customers
9. Current portion of long-term liabilities

159,757,475,318

Ⅱ. Non-current liabilities

84,960,729,018

32,659,369,947

24,943,940,395

2. Provision for returns

3,114,171,146

3,114,171,146

3. Other provisions

8,172,774,412

5,359,495,022

4. Deferred income tax liabilities

27,783,159,813

24,776,122,455

5. Long-term deposits received

2,028,000,000

2,667,000,000

86,000,000,000

24,100,000,000

1. Net defined benefit liabilities

6. Long-term borrowings
Total liabilities

516,388,705,748

340,107,298,014

56,943,670,000

56,943,670,000

Equity
Ⅰ. Capital stock

1. Capital stock-common

55,762,730,000

55,762,730,000

2. Preferred capital stock

1,180,940,000

1,180,940,000
(48,011,149,164)

(42,037,090,104)

1,273,577,997,021

1,180,273,511,142

81,429,394,538

80,684,588,608

Total equity

1,363,939,912,395

1,275,864,679,646

Total liabilities and equity

1,880,328,618,143

1,615,971,977,660

Ⅱ. Other paid-in capital
Ⅲ. Retained earnings
Ⅳ. Other components of equity
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Consolidated Statements of
Comprehensive Income

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
2015

2014

1,128,731,291,653

1,017,491,786,423

Ⅱ. Cost of sales

788,062,467,490

702,056,684,046

Ⅲ. Gross profit

340,668,824,163

315,435,102,377

Ⅳ. Selling and administrative expenses

215,815,901,195

210,126,694,838

Ⅴ. R&D expenses

39,015,549,242

30,915,352,414

Ⅵ. Operating profit

85,837,373,726

74,393,055,125

Ⅶ. Other revenues

36,621,181,545

11,714,745,935

Ⅷ. Other expenses

21,257,766,966

26,823,433,657

Ⅸ. Finance income

14,996,130,711

13,332,391,727

4,365,715,741

2,303,957,221

56,517,980,568

45,782,561,719

168,349,183,843

116,095,363,628

42,302,189,086

25,147,585,652

126,046,994,757

90,947,777,976

126,046,994,757

90,947,777,976

-

-

(13,959,569,298)

(8,298,859,915)

(14,704,375,228)

(13,533,239,912)

Ⅰ. Sales

Ⅹ. Finance expenses
Ⅹ
Ⅰ. Equity gains (losses) on investments
ⅩⅡ. Profit before income tax
ⅩⅢ. Income tax expense
ⅩⅣ. Profit for the year

1. Controlling interest
2. Non-controlling interest
ⅩⅤ. Other comprehensive income

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
1. Remeasurements of net defined benefit liabilities

(10,605,148,409)

(15,691,808,163)

2. Changes in retained earnings from the equity
method

(4,099,226,819)

2,158,568,251
744,805,930

Items that will be reclassified to profit or loss
1. Gains and losses on valuation of change in
value of available-for-sale

744,805,930

5,234,379,997
5,234,379,997

112,087,425,459

82,648,918,061

112,087,425,459

82,648,918,061

-

-

1. Basic earnings per share of common stock

12,309

8,788

2. Diluted earnings per share of common stock

12,309

8,788

3. Basic earnings per share of preferred stock

10,518

7,953

ⅩⅥ. Total comprehensive income

1. Controlling interest
2. Non-controlling interest
ⅩⅦ. Earnings per share

Consolidated Statements of
Changes in Equity

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
Other paid-in capital

Capital
stock

Balance at January 1, 2014
Net income

Premium on
common stock

56,943,670,000

Treasury
stock

Other capital
surplus

Other
NonControlling
Retained
components
controlling
earnings
interest
of equity
interest

95,219,976,623 (136,697,255,579) 18,841,123,511 1,118,487,976,478

75,450,208,611 1,228,245,699,644

Total

- 1,228,245,699,644

-

-

-

-

90,947,777,976

-

90,947,777,976

-

90,947,777,976

Gains and losses on valuation of
change in value of available-for-sale

-

-

-

-

-

5,234,379,997

5,234,379,997

-

5,234,379,997

Remeasurements of net defined
benefit liability

-

-

-

-

(15,691,808,163)

-

(15,691,808,163)

-

(15,691,808,163)

Changes in retained earnings from
the equity method

-

-

-

-

2,158,568,251

-

2,158,568,251

-

2,158,568,251

Comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

77,414,538,064

5,234,379,997

82,648,918,061

-

82,648,918,061

Dividends

-

-

-

-

(15,629,003,400)

-

(15,629,003,400)

-

(15,629,003,400)

Share repurchases

-

-

(36,969,332,800)

-

-

-

(36,969,332,800)

-

(36,969,332,800)

Sales of treasury stock

-

-

15,877,786,073

1,690,612,068

-

-

17,568,398,141

-

17,568,398,141

Other comprehensive income:

Balance at December 31, 2014

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623 (157,788,802,306) 20,531,735,579 1,180,273,511,142

80,684,588,608 1,275,864,679,646

- 1,275,864,679,646

Balance at January 1, 2015

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623 (157,788,802,306) 20,531,735,579 1,180,273,511,142

80,684,588,608 1,275,864,679,646

- 1,275,864,679,646

Net income

-

-

-

-

126,046,994,757

-

126,046,994,757

-

126,046,994,757

Gains and losses on valuation of
change in value of available-for-sale

-

-

-

-

-

744,805,930

744,805,930

-

744,805,930

Remeasurements of net defined
benefit liabilities

-

-

-

-

(10,605,148,409)

-

(10,605,148,409)

-

(10,605,148,409)

Changes in retained earnings from
the equity method

-

-

-

-

(4,099,226,819)

-

(4,099,226,819)

-

(4,099,226,819)

Comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

111,342,619,529

744,805,930

112,087,425,459

-

112,087,425,459

Dividends

-

-

-

-

(18,038,133,650)

-

(18,038,133,650)

-

(18,038,133,650)

Share repurchases

-

-

(5,974,059,060)

-

-

-

(5,974,059,060)

-

(5,974,059,060)

Other comprehensive income:

Balance at December 31, 2015

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623 (163,762,861,366) 20,531,735,579 1,273,577,997,021

81,429,394,538 1,363,939,912,395

- 1,363,939,912,395
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
2015

2014
126,234,690,907

Ⅰ. Cash flows from operating activities

94,385,653,450

1. Net income

126,046,994,757

90,947,777,976

2. Adjustments

14,374,867,807

30,315,780,211

15,865,723,448

12,403,996,748

-

1,840,403,580

28,952,841,360

24,587,637,758

Depreciation expenses on invested property

1,047,034,212

1,050,683,198

Amortization expenses on intangible assets

1,056,512,792

874,571,647

Interest revenue

(11,587,248,359)

(12,197,131,641)

Interest expense

3,131,187,473

2,077,712,765

Dividend income

(1,081,850)

(834,850)

(56,517,980,568)

(45,782,561,719)

2,197,135,803

250,841,942

-

(99,466,497)

1,222,005,384

-

Gains on valuation of short-term investment

-

(1,693,437,777)

Losses on valuation of short-term investment

-

30,867,966

(108,984,502)

-

Losses on valuation of long-term investment

287,077,350

-

Impairment losses on long-term investment

2,439,723,241

747,833,812

Impairment losses on investment in associates

1,273,272,025

14,008,518,040

(20,359,676,790)

-

(615,787,740)

(349,904,991)

Losses on disposition of tangible assets

9,046,723

556,381,029

Impairment losses on intangible assets

84,410,000

2,335,800,000

(613,763,215)

(209,780,514)

318,889,365

226,244,456

(206,540,089)

(1,767,423,184)

396,526,963

205,630,847

-

875,792,032

(149,512,447)

-

Severance and retirement benefits
Bad debt expenses
Depreciation

Equity method gains
Losses on valuation of inventories
Gains on disposition of short-term investment
Losses on disposition of short-term investment

Gains on valuation of long-term investment

Gains on disposition of investment in associates
Gains on disposition of tangible assets

Foreign currency translation gains
Foreign currency translation losses
Other foreign currency translation gains
Other foreign currency translation losses
Losses on valuation of derivatives
Gains on disposal of derivatives

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
2015

2014

1,012,322,788

-

42,302,189,086

25,147,585,652

2,799,621,754

5,359,495,022

139,923,600

(163,675,110)

(36,844,516,429)

(54,441,854,577)

Decrease (increase) in trade receivables

4,718,592,383

(16,807,618,063)

Decrease (increase) in other receivables

(1,933,608,458)

(2,143,546,028)

(72,240,845,715)

(31,115,035,847)

(143,460,405)

(240,924,712)

Increase in other non-current assets

(1,678,543,000)

(612,950,000)

Increase in trade payable

25,575,852,114

14,423,885,634

1,039,933,311

(5,959,639,681)

29,966,708,198

(2,605,450,329)

53,657,636

1,939,000,000

(8,302,276,677)

(5,835,553,221)

(13,900,525,816)

(5,279,842,473)

-

(204,179,857)

4. Interest receivable

12,745,101,216

12,301,130,012

5. Interest paid

(2,974,516,395)

(2,000,056,027)

6. Dividend receivables

45,035,029,850

40,099,834,850

(32,148,269,899)

(22,836,958,995)

Losses on disposal of derivatives
Income taxes
Other provisions
Others
3. Total changes in assets/liabilities

Increase in inventory
Increase in other current assets

Increase (decrease) in trade payable
Increase (decrease) in other current liabilities
Increase (decrease) in other non-current liabilities
Payment of severance benefits
Increase in plan assets
Decrease in provision for returns

7. Payment of corporate taxes
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation and Subsidiaries

(in KRW)
2015

2014

(117,792,543,120)

Ⅱ. Cash flows from investing activities

(192,249,083,243)

(19,065,775,114)

(124,837,857,024)

43,224,417,546

123,790,924,650

(187,366,295,622)

(217,382,334,251)

4. Proceeds from disposal of short-term financial
assets

197,529,126,802

76,514,946,280

5. Purchases of long-term financial assets

(71,203,364,098)

(3,183,366,012)

(86,000,000)

(96,000,000)

500,000

-

(27,233,993,157)

(9,921,750,000)

27,058,556,790

-

(81,261,626,172)

(35,838,331,757)

999,109,998

536,053,754

-

43,427,489

(2,013,445,093)

(2,603,712,372)

1,626,245,000

728,916,000

1. Increase in short-term financial instruments
2. Decrease in short-term financial instruments
3. Purchases of short-term financial assets

6. Increase in long-term financial instruments
7. Decrease in long-term financial instruments
8. Purchases of investments in associates
9. Proceeds from disposal of investments in associates
10. Purchases of property, plant and equipment
11. Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and
equipment
12. Proceeds from disposal of Investments in
properties
13. Purchases of intangible assets
14. Proceeds from disposal of derivative assets

57,387,807,290

Ⅲ. Cash flows from financing activities

(16,390,191,200)

(5,974,059,060)

(36,969,332,800)

2. Sales of treasury stock

-

18,108,145,000

3. Provision of dividends

(18,038,133,650)

(15,629,003,400)

27,000,000,000

10,000,000,000

-

2,500,000,000

6. Decrease in long-term current liabilities

(7,500,000,000)

-

7. Increase in long-term borrowings

61,900,000,000

5,600,000,000

1. Share repurchases

4. Increase in short-term borrowings
5. Increase in long-term current liabilities

Ⅳ. Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

65,829,955,077

(114,253,620,993)

Ⅴ. Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

155,680,459,216

269,950,544,151

294,873,850

(16,463,942)

221,805,288,143

155,680,459,216

Ⅵ. Changes in cash equivalents due to foreign

currency translation
Ⅶ. Cash and cash equivalents at the end of year

Independent Auditors’ Report
(English translation of a report originally issued in Korean)

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of
Yuhan Corporation
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Yuhan Corporation, which comprise the
statements of financial position as of December 31,
2015 and 2014, and the statements of comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the
years then ended, and notes, comprising a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and
fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the International Financial Reporting
Standards as adopted by the Republic of Korea (Korean
IFRS) and for such internal control as management
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted
our audits in accordance with the Korean Standards on
Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with
ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.
An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness
of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Yuhan Corporation as of December 31, 2015
and 2014, and their financial performance and cash
flows for the years then ended in accordance with the
Korean IFRS.

Samil PricewaterhouseCoopers
Seoul, South Korea
March 10, 2016

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend
on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment
of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
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Separate Statements of Financial Position

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015

2014

Assets
808,688,304,362

Ⅰ. Current assets

753,136,027,979

207,125,495,997

150,545,016,789

8,865,967,057

32,854,609,489

3. Short-term financial assets

247,181,797,307

236,962,509,351

4. Trade receivables

209,872,724,783

213,308,628,277

12,296,464,317

17,031,765,258

121,924,655,504

100,939,823,414

7. Advanced payments

807,401,445

904,496,763

8. Prepaid expenses

613,797,952

589,178,638

1. Cash and cash equivalents
2. Short-term financial instruments

5. Accounts receivable
6. Inventories

775,726,533,426

Ⅱ. Non-current assets

702,600,868,355

18,500,000

18,500,000

2. Long-term financial assets

117,819,971,506

69,586,565,721

3. Investment in subsidiary and affiliated
companies and joint business investment

369,152,404,450

348,617,291,293

4. Property, plant and equipment

160,358,363,010

155,725,630,492

5. Investments in properties

109,032,998,113

110,000,098,552

11,022,692,347

9,569,665,956

8,321,604,000

6,594,061,000

-

2,489,055,341

1. Long-term financial instruments

6. Intangible assets
7. Long-term deposit
8. Derivative financial instruments
Total assets

1,584,414,837,788

1,455,736,896,334

December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015

2014

Liabilities
240,243,175,602

Ⅰ. Current liabilities

197,431,261,683

124,284,578,067

121,284,343,806

2. Accounts payable

27,850,308,228

20,126,866,648

3. Accrued expenses

41,929,046

35,867,556

4. Income taxes payable

18,151,371,815

16,657,936,754

5. Deposits received

57,974,802,446

27,608,366,919

6. Guarantee deposit received

11,940,186,000

11,717,880,000

1. Trade payables

58,404,647,986

Ⅱ. Non-current liabilities

45,935,578,019

28,661,392,744

20,781,584,760

2. Provision for returns

3,114,171,146

3,114,171,146

3. Other provisions

7,555,611,182

4,751,200,000

4. Deferred income tax liabilities

17,045,472,914

14,621,622,113

5. Long-term deposits received

2,028,000,000

2,667,000,000

1. Net defined benefit liabilities

Total liabilities

298,647,823,588

243,366,839,702

56,943,670,000

56,943,670,000

Equity
Ⅰ. Capital stock

1. Capital stock-common

55,762,730,000

55,762,730,000

2. Preferred capital stock

1,180,940,000

1,180,940,000
(48,011,149,164)

(42,037,090,104)

1,195,405,098,826

1,116,778,888,128

81,429,394,538

80,684,588,608

Total equity

1,285,767,014,200

1,212,370,056,632

Total liabilities and equity

1,584,414,837,788

1,455,736,896,334

Ⅱ. Other paid-in capital
Ⅲ. Retained earnings
Ⅳ. Other components of equity
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Separate Statements of
Comprehensive Income

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015

2014

1,120,937,093,634

1,008,179,738,679

Ⅱ. Cost of sales

801,363,756,962

705,171,280,546

Ⅲ. Gross profit

319,573,336,672

303,008,458,133

Ⅳ. Selling and administrative expenses

209,864,740,026

204,951,940,345

Ⅴ. R&D expenditure

39,015,549,242

30,915,352,414

Ⅵ. Operating profit

70,693,047,404

67,141,165,374

Ⅶ. Other revenues

34,191,462,643

10,787,214,451

Ⅷ. Other expenses

18,197,672,593

25,642,896,428

Ⅸ. Finance income

59,797,328,624

53,260,634,449

1,234,528,268

226,244,456

145,249,637,810

105,319,873,390

37,764,966,814

23,898,365,444

ⅩⅢ. Profit for the year

107,484,670,996

81,421,507,946

ⅩⅣ. Other comprehensive income

(10,075,520,718)

(9,114,844,904)

(10,820,326,648)

(14,349,224,901)

Ⅰ. Sales

Ⅹ. Finance expenses
Ⅹ
Ⅰ. Profit before income tax
ⅩⅡ. Income tax expense

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
1. Remeasurements of net defined benefit liabilities

(10,820,326,648)
744,805,930

Items that will be reclassified to profit or loss
1. Gains and losses on valuation of change in value
of available-for-sale

(14,349,224,901)

744,805,930

5,234,379,997
5,234,379,997

97,409,150,278

72,306,663,042

1. Basic earnings per share of common stock

10,461

7,849

2. Diluted earnings per share of common stock

10,461

7,849

3. Basic earnings per share of preferred stock

10,518

7,953

ⅩⅤ. Total comprehensive income
ⅩⅥ. Earnings per share

Separate Statements of Changes in Equity

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
Other paid-in capital
Capital
stock

Balance at January 1, 2014

Additional paid-in
capital

Treasury
stock

Noncontrolling
interest

Retained
earnings

Other capital
surplus

Total

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623

(136,697,255,579)

18,841,123,511

1,065,335,608,483

75,450,208,611

1,175,093,331,649

-

-

-

-

81,421,507,946

-

81,421,507,946

Gains and losses on valuation of
change in value of available-for-sale

-

-

-

-

-

5,234,379,997

5,234,379,997

Remeasurements of net defined
benefit liabilities

-

-

-

-

(14,349,224,901)

-

(14,349,224,901)

Comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

67,072,283,045

5,234,379,997

72,306,663,042

Dividends

-

-

-

-

(15,629,003,400)

-

(15,629,003,400)

Share repurchases

-

-

(36,969,332,800)

-

-

-

(36,969,332,800)

Sales of treasury stock

-

-

15,877,786,073

1,690,612,068

-

-

17,568,398,141

Balance at December 31, 2014

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623

(157,788,802,306)

20,531,735,579

1,116,778,888,128

80,684,588,608

1,212,370,056,632

Balance at January 1, 2015

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623

(157,788,802,306)

20,531,735,579

1,116,778,888,128

80,684,588,608

1,212,370,056,632

-

-

-

-

107,484,670,996

-

107,484,670,996

Gains and losses on valuation of
change in value of available-for-sale

-

-

-

-

-

744,805,930

744,805,930

Remeasurements of net defined
benefit liabilities

-

-

-

-

(10,820,326,648)

-

(10,820,326,648)

Comprehensive income

-

-

-

-

96,664,344,348

744,805,930

97,409,150,278

Dividends

-

-

-

-

(18,038,133,650)

-

(18,038,133,650)

Share repurchases

-

-

(5,974,059,060)

-

-

-

(5,974,059,060)

56,943,670,000

95,219,976,623

(163,762,861,366)

20,531,735,579

1,195,405,098,826

81,429,394,538

1,285,767,014,200

Net income
Other comprehensive income:

Net income
Other comprehensive income:

Balance at December 31, 2015
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Separate Statements of Cash Flows

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015

2014
135,324,871,279

Ⅰ. Cash flows from operating activities

89,778,742,090

107,484,670,996

81,421,507,946

1,079,233,544

18,529,193,227

13,673,599,488

10,809,501,636

-

1,840,403,580

15,475,178,333

13,268,491,380

Depreciation expenses on invested property

967,100,439

970,749,425

Amortization

906,372,198

828,100,332

Interest revenue

(11,383,334,964)

(12,026,374,363)

Dividend income

(45,035,029,850)

(40,099,834,850)

2,197,135,803

250,841,942

-

(99,466,497)

1,222,005,384

-

Gains on valuation of short-term investment

-

(1,693,437,777)

Losses on valuation of short-term investment

-

30,867,966

(108,984,502)

-

Losses on valuation of long-term investment

287,077,350

-

Impairment losses on long-term investment

2,439,723,241

747,833,812

-

14,008,518,040

(583,370,104)

(291,362,536)

1,178,784

8,271,155

(20,359,676,790)

-

84,410,000

2,335,800,000

(584,926,523)

(209,780,514)

Foreign currency translation losses

318,889,365

226,244,456

Other foreign currency translation gains

(42,505,160)

(1,770,881,092)

32,279,115

33,024,766

-

875,792,032

1. Net income
2. Adjustments
Severance and retirement benefits
Bad debt expenses
Depreciation

Losses on valuation of inventories
Gains on disposition of short-term investment
Losses on disposition of short-term investment

Gains on valuation of long-term investment

Impairment losses on investment in associates
Gains on disposition of tangible assets
Losses on disposition of tangible assets
Gains on disposition of equity-method securities
Impairment losses on intangible assets
Foreign currency translation gains

Other foreign currency translation losses
Losses on valuation of derivatives

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015

2014

Gains on disposition of derivatives

(149,512,447)

-

Losses on disposition of derivatives

1,012,322,788

-

37,764,966,814

23,898,365,444

2,804,411,182

4,751,200,000

139,923,600

(163,675,110)

(179,205,604)

(40,257,282,911)

Decrease (increase) in account receivable

3,476,252,707

(16,326,793,599)

Decrease (increase) in other bonds

3,313,146,712

(841,141,073)

(23,181,967,893)

(15,970,992,534)

(92,713,323)

(212,020,586)

(1,727,543,000)

(612,950,000)

Increase in trade payable

2,992,402,845

3,173,094,128

Increase (decrease) in trade payable

5,160,103,591

(1,222,689,107)

29,909,741,527

(952,405,258)

40,000,000

1,939,000,000

Severance benefits paid

(7,939,048,813)

(5,396,009,605)

Decrease in plan assets

(12,129,579,957)

(3,630,195,420)

-

(204,179,857)

4. Interest receivables

12,536,100,472

12,156,880,310

5. Dividend receivables

45,035,029,850

40,099,834,850

6. Corporate taxes paid

(30,630,957,979)

(22,171,391,332)

Income tax expenses
Increase in other provisions
Other
3. Total changes in assets/liabilities

Increase in inventory
Increase in other current assets
Increase in other non-current assets

Increase in other current liabilities
Increase (decrease) in other non-current liabilities

Decrease in provision for returns
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Separate Statements of Cash Flows

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015

2014

(54,998,236,519)

Ⅱ. Cash flows from investing activities

(170,354,907,311)

(17,055,775,114)

(122,837,857,024)

41,044,417,546

122,790,924,650

(187,366,295,622)

(217,382,334,251)

4. Proceeds from disposal of short-term financial
assets

197,529,126,802

76,514,946,280

5. Purchases of long-term financial assets

(71,203,364,098)

(3,183,366,012)

6. Purchases of investments in associates

(27,233,993,157)

(9,921,750,000)

27,058,556,790

-

(18,453,442,845)

(15,090,425,370)

955,767,272

477,488,299

-

43,427,489

(1,899,479,093)

(2,494,877,372)

1,626,245,000

728,916,000

1. Increase in short-term financial instruments
2. Decrease in short-term financial instruments
3. Purchases of short-term financial assets

7. Proceeds from disposal of investments in
associates
8. Purchases of property, plant and equipment
9. Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and
equipment
10. Proceeds from disposal of Investments in
properties
11. Purchases of intangible assets
12. Proceeds from disposal of derivative assets

(24,012,192,710)

Ⅲ. Cash flows from financing activities

(34,490,191,200)

(5,974,059,060)

(36,969,332,800)

2. Sales of treasury stock

-

18,108,145,000

3. Provision of dividends

(18,038,133,650)

(15,629,003,400)

1. Share repurchases

Ⅳ. Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash

equivalents
Ⅴ. Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

56,314,442,050

(115,066,356,421)

150,545,016,789

265,627,837,152

266,037,158

(16,463,942)

207,125,495,997

150,545,016,789

Ⅵ. Changes in cash equivalents due to foreign

currency translation
Ⅶ. Cash and cash equivalents at the end of year

Separate Statements of Earned Surplus

Years Ended December 31, 2015 and 2014
Scheduled disposal date: March 18, 2016
Confirmed disposal date: March 20, 2015

Yuhan Corporation

(in KRW)
2015
97,872,098,826

Ⅰ. Unappropriated earned surplus

1. Unappropriated retained earnings carried over
from the previous year

2014
68,345,888,128

1,207,754,478

1,273,605,083

2. Net income

107,484,670,996

81,421,507,946

3. Remeasurements of net defined benefit liabilities

(10,820,326,648)

(14,349,224,901)

96,245,509,400

Ⅱ. Appropriated retained earnings

67,138,133,650

2,100,000,000

1,900,000,000

10,000,000,000

14,500,000,000

7,000,000,000

10,000,000,000

4. Reserve for gains (losses) on equity method

46,600,000,000

8,200,000,000

5. Reserve for business extensions

10,000,000,000

14,500,000,000

6. Dividends

20,545,509,400

18,038,133,650

20,545,509,400

18,038,133,650

20,074,690,000

17,624,731,250

470,819,400

413,402,400

1. Earned surplus reserve
2. Reserve fund for R&D and human development
3. Reserve for facilities improvement

Cash dividends
Dividend per share (rate)/ Common stock
2015 KRW 2,000 (40%)
2014 KRW 1,750 (35%)
Dividend per share (rate)/ Preferred stock
2015 KRW 2,050 (41%)
2014 KRW 1,800 (36%)

Ⅲ. Retained earnings carried over to the subsequent

year

1,626,589,426

1,207,754,478
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Best Brands

For the past 90 years, Yuhan Corporation has been building trust with customers. The image of
“Yuhan with Willow Tree Trademark, a symbol of trust” was created to visualize a brand of honesty,
credibility, and trust. We will extend our assistance to minimize customer complaints and maximize
satisfaction through quality customer services. This includes operating customer support centers,
publishing reports on claims, and educating our employees.
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Affiliates

Yuhan-Kimberly
— Established as a joint venture with Kimberly-Clark in 1970,
Yuhan-Kimberly has been leading the domestic market in key
businesses that include infant, children, and female products,
household products, and skin care and senior care, while
exporting relevant goods to countries worldwide, based on
world-class quality.

Yuhan Medica Corporation
— Established in 1982, Yuhan Medica engages in OTC medicines businesses and supplementary health products while
focusing on the production of ETC drugs.
www.yuhanmedica.co.kr

www.yuhan-kimberly.co.kr

Yuhan-Clorox Co., Ltd.
— Established as a joint venture with Clorox and renamed in
1978, Yuhan-Clorox has mainly produced Yuhanrox Regular
and Yuhanrox Fresh (household bleach), and Punclin (liquid
plumber).

Janssen Korea Ltd.
— Established in 1983 as a joint venture with Belgium’s
Janssen Pharmaceutical, a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson,
Janssen Korea produces medicine for pain, central nervous
system diseases, as well as digestive, skin, and allergy troubles
with state-of-the-art GMP facilities.

www.yuhanclorox.co.kr
www.janssenkorea.com

Yuhan Chemical, Inc.
— Established in 1980, Yuhan Chemical boasts the latest manufacturing facilities that meet the cGMP standards and a quality
guarantee system. A world-class APIs manufacturer, it exports to
pharmaceutical companies around the world.
www.yuhanchem.co.kr

GTBL
— Established in India as a joint venture in 1992, GBTL locally
produces and supplies APIs for Rifampicin, a tuberculosis
treatment.

Ensol Biosciences Inc.
— Ensol Biosciences is focused on the development of innovative BT and IT convergence (bioinformatics) platform
technologies such as genome, transcriptome, proteome, and
metabolome analysis systems. It specializes in the development of breakthrough therapies (BTs), discovering new drug
candidates with high possibilities of success.

MG Co., Ltd.
— Established in 2003, MG has specialized technologies in
nutritional rehydration solutions, developing the nation’s first
3-chamberbag products. It also produces MG Combi Solution,
Lipid LCT, and rehydration solutions.
www.medi-green.co.kr

www.ensolbio.co.kr

Hanall Biopharma Inc.
— Established in 1973, Hanall Biopharma is dedicated to
R&D and the manufacture and sales of synthetic drugs and
biomedicines. It aims for consistent policies and investments
in new medicines and research, and currently has about 140
patents.
www.hanall.co.kr

Bioneer Corporation
— Bioneer was established in 1992 and enlisted on the KOSDAQ market in 2005. As the nation’s first biotechnology venture company, it mainly engages in molecular diagnosis and
reagents for genes and has developed key patent technologies for molecular diagnosis and RNAi new gene medicines
(RNAi) by combining IT, bioinformation and nano-bio technologies.
www.bioneer.co.kr

Theragen Etex Co., Ltd.
— Established in 1990, Theragen Etex specializes in IT and BT
conversion bio technologies. It is growing into the only company
that can lead the future, from genome information to data mining and personalized medicines, by building business models for
the research, manufacture, and distribution of new medicines.

COSON Co., Ltd.
— COSON is capable of manufacturing approximately 84
million products annually through its cGMP-level plant. Its
products are focused on home shopping and online sales and
exports. It also engages in cosmetics OEM and ODM businesses, targeting domestic and overseas cosmetics brand manufacturers.

www.thera-gen.com
www.coson.co.kr

Ucarlix Co., Ltd.
— Established in 1988, Ucarlix is the first company in South
Korea to specialize in bathroom and hygiene management.
Its products include Calmit Unit detergents for bathrooms, air
fresheners, foam soaps, hand sanitizers, and seat cleaners.

BSL Co., Ltd.
—Established in 2007, BSL has developed technologies related to sound amplification. Known for sound-amplifying
telephones and wireless hearing aids, it is expanding with
continuous research and creative product development.

www.ucarlix.com

www.biosoundlab.com
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90 YEARS OF PROGRESS & INTEGRITY
YUHAN 90TH ANNIVERSARY

HISTORY

1926

2015

90 YEARS OF PROGRESS & INTEGRITY
YUHAN 90TH ANNIVERSARY

1970
Established Yuhan-Kimberly
Received Moran Medal, Order
of Civil Merit from the central
government

HISTORY

1971
Dr. Ilhan New passed away
Received posthumous
Mugunghwa Medal, Order of
Civil Merit from the Korean
government
Received presidential
commendation

1926

1973
Succeeded in the synthesis of
Rifampicin for the treatment
of tuberculosis

1995
Established Yuhan-C&T
1990
Completed Chungnam branch
office building
1991
Dr. Ilhan New posthumously
received the inaugural True
Entrepreneur Award from
Chung-ang University
Received distinguished service
medal from Belgian Monarchy
1992
Established Gujarat Themis
Biosyn (GTBL) in India
1994
Received Quality Innovation
Prize at the National
Productivity Awards from
Korea Productivity Center

1926
Founded Yuhan Corporation

1941
Established Yuhan Trade
Agency

1929
Relocated headquarters to
YMCA, Jongno 2-ga, Seoul

1942
Relocated headquarters to
Sosa, Gyeonggi-do

1979
Completed Anyang Plant

Exported YH439 liver disease
medication technology to
Gleran Pharmaceutical of Japan

1920s

1940s

1970s

1990s

1977
Established Yuhan-Clorox

1930s

1960s

1980s

1932
Built new headquarters
building in Sinmunno 2-ga,
Seodaemun-gu, Seoul

1962
Completed headquarters
building in Daebang-dong,
Seoul

1980
Established Yuhan Chemical,
a joint venture with Korea
Institute of Science and
Technology (KIST)

1933
Built Yuhan warehouse in
Dalian, Manchuria, China
1936
Incorporated as a limited
liability company (LLC), and
built a plant in Sosa,
Gyeonggi-do
1938
Opened Los Angeles branch
office in the U.S.
1939
Opened Tianjin office and
Shenyang branch office in
China

Listed on the Korea Stock
Exchange
1968
Received Bronze Tower Order
of Industrial Service Merit (as
“Outstanding Taxpayer ”) from
the Korean government
1969
Completed Yeongdeungpo
Plant in Seoul

1982
Established global joint
ventures, Yuhan-SmithKline,
Yuhan-SP (Schering-Plough),
and Yuhan-Cyanamid
Completed Gyeongbuk branch
office building
1983
Received Silver Tower Order
of Industrial Service Merit
from the Korean government
for outstanding labormanagement cooperation
Established Janssen Korea,
a joint venture with Janssen
Pharmaceutical of Belgium

Received grand prize at the
Korean Corporate Culture
Awards
1996
Invested in Q-Food
Established Yuhan-Q Food
Completed second research
building of Yuhan R&D Institute
in Yong-in, Gyeonggi-do
1997
Completed new headquarters
building
Completed Busan branch
office building
Designated as the nation’s
first Korea Government
Scholarship Program (KGSP)approved pharmaceutical
company

1984
Completed Yuhan R&D
Institute
1985
Designated as the nation’s first
Korea Good Manufacturing
Practice (KGMP) certified
manufacturer
1987
Acquired full ownership of
Yuhan Chemical
1988
Yuhan R&D Institute certified
as the nation’s first Good
Laboratory Practice (KGLP)
certified testing organization
Acquired full ownership
of Yuhan-SmithKline and
renamed as Yukyung Medica

1998
Designated as the Best Public
Corporation by the Korea
Stock Exchange
Established Yuhan Medica by
merging Yukyung Medica with
Yuhan Q-Food.
Exported the world’s first
independently developed
immunosuppressant solid
injection technology to
Schering-Plough of the U.S.
1999
Received Silver Tower Order of
Industrial Service Merit from
the Korean government
Received Investor Relations
(IR) Award from Korea
Economic Daily
Signed contract on domestic
sales of biological preparations
for medical purposes with
schering-plough

Received the grand prize at the
National Productivity Awards
from Korea Productivity
Center
Named Good Company for
New Management-Employees
Culture by the Ministry of
Labor (Prime Minister Award)
Gunpo Plant acquired ISO
14001 certification

2002
2000

2001

2003

Signed pesticide sales agency
contract with Clorox Korea

Gunpo Plant certified as an
environmentally friendly
company

Received the Good Company
Award from Citizens’ Coalition
for Economic Justice

Merged Yuhan Medica with
Yuhan-C&T

Signed exclusive sales
contract with GSK

Exported YH1885 antibacterial
substance technology to
SmithKline Beecham
Received grand prize at the
Korea HR Management Awards
from Korea Management
Association

Named Top 50 Companies
in corporate governance
index surveys by Corporate
Governance Service

Received distinguished service
medal from Belgian Monarchy

Ranked second in Good Image
and Reputation Companies
by Citizens United for Better
Society

Completed Ochang Plant in
Ochang, Chungcheongbuk-do
Ranked 42nd in the Corporate
Responsibility Index survey by
Financial Times
Completed the new
construction of Ochang Plant
Late Dr. Ilhan New named
Entrepreneur of the Month
(Developed Ilhan New Road)

Ochang Plant approved for
KGMP, and Giheung research
institute certified for KGLP
Revanex additionally approved
for gastritis and stomach ulcer

Yuhan Chemical completed
FTC production building

Received grand prize at
New Medicine Development
Awards for Revanex Tab.
from Korea Drug Research
Association

2004

2006

Declared vision to be a leading
global health company

Ochang Plant received KOSHA
18001 and OHAS 18001 safety
and health management
system certificates
Introduced extension of
retirement age and reduced
(peak) salary workshare

Received Innovative
Pharmaceutical Enterprise
certification from the Ministry
of Health and Welfare

Made equity investment in MG

Signed distribution agreement
with Andromaco of Chile

Received the Prime Minister
award at the Good Company
for New ManagementEmployees Culture Awards

Signed Pradaxa sales and
distribution contract with
Boehringer Ingelheim Korea

Sales reached KRW 1 trillion,
a first in the domestic
pharmaceutical industry

Received USD 70 Million Export
Tower award from the National
Tax Service on Trade Day

Signed sales and distribution
contract with Boehringer
Ingelheim Korea

Made equity investment
in Hanall Biopharma and
Theragen Etex

Ranked first in terms of sales in
the pharmaceutical industry for
the second consecutive year

2008

2010

2012

2014

Signed licensing agreement
with Shenzhen Zhijun
Pharmaceutical of China for
Revanex

2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

Named Outstanding Taxpayer,
and received Minister of
Finance and Economy Award

Launched Revanex Tab.

Ochang Plant achieved
eight years of accident-free
operations

Ochang Plant achieved
nine years of accident-free
operations

Ochang Plant achieved
ten years of accident-free
operations

Named Korea’s Most
Admired Company by Korea
Management Association

Received environmentally
friendly company certification

Signed exclusive contract for
HBV disease medicine with
Gilead Sciences

Signed contract for the
manufacture and supply of
raw materials for hepatitis
C treatments with Gilead
Sciences

Ranked first in terms of sales
in the pharmaceutical industry

Revanex approved as the
nation’s first breakthrough
therapy (BT)
Completed construction
of new facilities for Yuhan
R&D Institute in Giheung,
Gyeonggi-do
Market capitalization
exceeded KRW 1 trillion
(ranking 75th among
domestic listed companies)
Received Company of the Year
award in the pharmaceuticals
category by Korea CEO
Association, the Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Economy,
and the Korea Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

Received Silver Tower Order of
Industrial Service Merit from
the Korean government
Introduced compliance
program (CP)
Received USD 50 Million Export
Tower award from the National
Tax Service on Trade Day

Signed exclusive domestic
sales contract for AIDS drug
with Gilead Sciences of the U.S.
Corporate bond credit rating
upgraded from “A+” to “AA-”
Signed exclusive sales
contract with Korea UCB

Signed contract for joint
development of degenerative
arthritis medication with
Esoltek
Signed Trajenta sales and
distribution contract with
Boehringer Ingelheim Korea
and Lilly Korea

Received USD 100 Million Export
Tower award on Trade Day
Received Gold Tower Order of
Industrial Service Merit from
the Korean government
Ranked first in terms of sales
in the pharmaceutical industry

Named Best Company in social
value at The Management
Grand Awards
Made equity investment in
Bioneer
Made equity investment in
COSON

2015

Yuhan Corporation, with a history of 90 years, is taking a leap forward to become
a leading global pharmaceutical brand. We will continue to evolve into a company
that opens the world market with breakthrough drugs and the export of medicine
while developing the founding philosophy of Dr. Ilhan New to “Improve public
health, Contribute to national economy, and Fulfill social responsibility ”.

PROGRESS & INTEGRITY
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Yuhan Corporation
74 Noryangjin-ro (Daebang-dong), Dongjak-gu,
Seoul, South Korea
T. 82-2-828-0181

Ochang Plant
219 Yeongudanji-ro, Ochang-eup, Cheongwon-gun,
Chungcheongbuk-do, South Korea
T. +82-43-240-1000

Yuhan R&D Institute
25 Tapsil-ro 35beon-gil (Gongse-dong), Giheung-gu,
Yongin, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea
T. +82-31-899-4000

Contact Information
If you have any questions about this annual report,
please email ir@yuhan.co.kr.

Homepage
www.yuhan.co.kr

©Yuhan Corporation, 2016
Yuhan Corporation has all copyrights to the materials of this book,
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